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The Sheets are on Fire: An Exploration of 
Sexuality in Jane Eyre

Caroline Stone

The Victorian era was a time of sexual repression. Men weren’t even 
allowed to sit where a woman had been seated until a suitable amount 
of time had passed, because that warm cushion might give them ideas. 
Multiple petticoats and collars to the chin hid every inch of flesh, but 
Jane Eyre has more than enough heaving bodices to keep the reader 
interested. Why then is Jane Eyre so erotic? Charlotte Brontë hadn’t 
been married, was raised by a strict clergyman, and I assume wasn’t 
truly knowledgeable about men and women’s romantic relationships. 
Yet she could not have filled Jane Eyre with more thickly layered sexual 
tension. Why is this Victorian novel so steamy? The answer is language, 
mystery, and sensuous details. 

Jane and Mr. Rochester are like flames and firecrackers. They test each 
other with little jabs and snubs that leave the reader breathless. Their 
banter is so intelligent, so witty, and so spontaneous that it produces 
sheer delight. “Do you think me handsome?” Rochester asks in only 
their second real conversation. Jane’s quick reply, “No, sir,” leaves him 
baffled, but also engaged (181). He admires the fact that his money and 
status don’t make him handsome in her eyes. He often observes Jane 
out loud. “You have the air of a little nonnette; quaint, quiet, grave, and 
simple, as you sit with your hands before you, and your eyes generally 
bent at the carpet (except, by the by, when they are directed pierc-
ingly at my face)”(181). Even though his speech is abrupt and rather 
rude, he is hilariously funny. His muttering reveals his fascination with 
Jane and with what she thinks of him. He describes Jane’s comments 
as “if not blunt…at least brusque”(181). They are very similar in their 
upfront, no-holds-barred conversation. It brings them together, for 
they’ve finally found someone of the same ilk. They are actually put at 
ease by each other’s bluntness and dark humor. When Adele receives 
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her presents from Europe, she inquires as to whether Rochester has 
brought any gifts for Miss Eyre. “ ‘Do you expect a present Miss Eyre? 
Are you fond of presents?’ ” he asks, “and he searched her face with eyes 
that she saw were dark, irate, and piercing” (166). Rochester seems to 
test her, and her answers, always short and always honest, thrill and 
intrigue him. She “knew the pleasure of vexing and soothing him by 
turns,” and “could…meet him in argument without fear of uneasy re-
straint; this suited both him and Jane”(218).

There is a great sense of repression in Rochester’s words. After Jane 
saves his life in a fire, she stands awkwardly in his dark bedroom, clad 
in only a thin nightgown. When she tries to leave, he exclaims, “What, 
are you quitting me already, and in that way?” and then “He paused; 
gazed at Jane: words almost visible trembled on his lips—but his voice 
was checked” (210). There is tremendous fervor in his words. As a 
reader I’m practically falling off my seat, wishing Rochester would kiss 
her, or tell her he loves her, or just do something rather than hold back 
his words. When she tries to leave, he grabs her hand tightly and ex-
claims, “What, you will go?” (210). Rochester appears to be asking Jane 
to stay with him, alone at night in his bedroom, in their bedclothes no 
less. This hardly fits Victorian stereotypes of “propriety.” 

The impropriety is what makes Rochester so attractive. He is sexual. 
He spent his youth tromping through Europe bedding every courte-
san and opera singer he could find. He again censors himself when he 
says, “Goodnight, my —,” when he stopped and bit his lip (252). So 
much feeling is expressed without being explicitly said. Their dialogue 
is particularly exciting considering that their relationship is some-
what taboo. He is an extraordinarily wealthy man in his prime while 
she is an impoverished eighteen-year-old governess in his employ. By 
not directly calling Jane his “love,” or some other incriminating term 
of affection, he keeps his psychological game running smoothly. He 
is intent on keeping Jane unsure of his feelings, which adds another 
layer of excitement and sexuality. This power dynamic reverses once 
they are engaged. It is now her turn to play the fickle one. Jane takes it 
upon herself to be as nasty to him as possible. “My prize is not certain,” 
Rochester observes. She was “as slippery as an eel” and “as thorny as a 
brier-rose” (391). 
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All this flirtatious banter and steamy undercurrents are intensified by 
sensuous details that set a scene of romance. “He would sometimes 
pass me haughtily and coldly, just acknowledging my presence by a 
distant nod or cool glance, and sometimes bow and smile with gentle-
man-like affability” (177). The mixture of Rochester’s cold masculinity 
and warm gallantry make him the ideal Byronic hero. He is dark and 
brooding, yet capable of kindness and tenderness. Rochester is a ves-
sel of vitality. Brontë intimates that Rochester transformed his home 
by simply entering. “Thornfield Hall was a changed place. No longer 
silent as a church, it echoed every hour or two to a knock at the door 
or a clang of the bell…a rill from the outer world was flowing through 
it. It had a master; for my part, I liked it better” (163).

Jane’s life has previously been as dull as cold gruel. Suddenly, this man 
of money, intensity, and glamour invades her world. For the first time, 
she experiences feelings of attraction, jealously, and desire. The en-
trance of Rochester marks her sexual awakening. Even small details, 
like Rochester ordering her to “Come to the fire,” represent much more 
(167). He truly is asking her to come to the “fire,” or rather him. Fire 
is warm and lovely, yet also burns if you get too close. Bertha Mason 
Rochester, Rochester’s mysterious demented wife, is a pyromaniac. But 
she doesn’t just set Rochester’s room on fire. No. She sets his BED cur-
tains on fire. “The very sheets were kindling”(206). There is something 
very erotic about Jane finding Rochester’s bed on fire, alone, at night, 
and being the only one who can save him.

Before she is aware of Bertha, Jane is wandering around the grounds 
and smells Rochester’s cigar. Knowing he could see her from his study 
window, she darts into the shadowy orchard “laden with ripening 
fruit.” She can’t escape his scent, however, and smells “the perfume in-
creasing” (348). She tries to hide in some hanging ivy, but to no avail. 
Jane describes the garden as “Eden-like,” linking them symbolically to 
original sin. Rochester asks her to marry him, which has striking par-
allels to Eve eating the forbidden fruit. Eve does, and she is exiled from 
Heaven, just as Jane does, and exiles herself to the moors. 
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After Bertha’s existence is revealed and Jane decides to leave, Rochester 
goes crazy with frustration. At one point he states he would “try vio-
lence” if she didn’t listen to him. Jane has just a moment to “control and 
restrain him…the crisis was perilous; but not without its charm” (426). 
She likens the feeling to an Indian slipping over a rapid in his canoe. 
Rochester is threatening to rape her, yet somehow Jane isn’t repulsed, 
but rather looks at the situation like an adventure. The eroticism in this 
scene stems from the tension of danger and restraint. Rochester is about 
to lose control, yet Jane is able to restrain him. Sexuality in the Victorian 
era was bubbling under the surface, yet the lid was tightly sealed. 

The setting of Thornfield Hall and the demented woman in the attic 
also create an air of mystery and danger. Battlements, sprawling lands, 
and sinister sounds all make Thornfield Hall a character of its own. 
Jane quickly realizes that the servants within the ominous hall are hid-
ing something from her. They chatter in low voices amongst them-
selves, yet abruptly stop when she enters a room. Rochester brushes off 
the fire and mysterious cackles as the work of Grace Poole, yet Jane can 
sense there is something more. Why does Mr. Rochester keep Grace 
if she wishes him dead? Why does she get paid more than any other 
servant? There is also the question of who tried to suck Mr. Mason’s 
blood, and why Rochester ordered him to not say a word to Jane? The 
book is full of questions, but it is also laden with foreshadowing, such 
as Rochester’s frequent rants about innocence, and the chestnut tree 
splitting in half. Danger lurks around every dimly lit corner. One eve-
ning, as Jane prepared for bed, “…it seemed her chamber door was 
touched; as if fingers had swept the panels in groping a way along the 
dark gallery outside” (205). There is something rather sensuous about 
something “groping” the walls outside Jane’s chamber. I must again 
emphasize that Jane’s life had been one of complete grayish misery, 
and suddenly she is thrust into a world of danger, mystery, and desire. 
Bertha, the hyena-like woman prowling the halls at night, her purple 
face and jet-black mane of hair as menacing as any horror movie today, 
represents the dark side of Rochester—and I believe I speak for most 
women when I say that the dark side is just as desirable as the bright 
side. Bertha is a symbol of Rochester’s raging sexuality, setting the bed 
sheets on fire. She only comes out at night, is extremely cunning, and 
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often visits Jane’s room. Charlotte Brontë couldn’t have made this book 
sexier if she’d written it in 2010!

Jane Eyre has made the character of Mr. Rochester a sex symbol for 
generations of women. Maybe it’s his raging libido, his wicked tongue, 
dry sense of humor, or even his flaws that make him so enticing. I 
believe that it’s his sheer love for Jane that makes him such an iconic 
hero. He loves her with an unwavering intensity that women spend 
their whole lives searching for. “Every atom of your flesh is as dear to 
me as my own: in pain and sickness it would still be dear,” he declares 
to Jane (424). He is trying to assure her that if she went mad, he would 
still love her. Who wouldn’t swoon at that? Rochester, although power-
ful and at times deceitful, has deep respect for Jane. Most importantly, 
he loves her for who she is, and could care less that she is “poor, ob-
scure, plain, and little”(356). Could a woman possibly want more from 
a man? In essence, Rochester is an irresistible man, dangerous with a 
heart of gold.

Works Cited
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The Living Scale

Madeline Berry

Take the difference between the bumblebee, who flutters idly in the air, 
and the curious six-year-old, who watches it and tries to understand why 
it makes that buzzing sound. They are both living, yet one is surviving 
and the other is thriving. The bee buzzes to shake pollen off its back, 
to breathe, and to fly. The six-year-old shows an interest in this; that 
type of observation demonstrates a higher level of existence, beyond 
the basic need to survive. The bee’s survival needs are too pertinent. 
It cannot spend time “pondering.” What remains is this essential idea: 
there is an identifiable difference between surviving and thriving.

The amount of time and energy invested into simple, everyday survival 
needs can account for an inability to thrive, as in the case of the busy 
bee. But equally important to this is an individual’s relative awareness or 
sensitivity to the surrounding environment. Those who lack eyes, ears, 
sensory receptors, or the ability to feel compassion cannot experience 
their surroundings as wholly as sensitive beings. They are inherently 
handicapped from thriving to the same extent as more keen creatures. 
Disney films portray sentient animals that have the ability to surpass 
simple survival and take advantage of the opportunity to live. The 
talkative, social beings in Bambi and The Lion King—fawns, cubs, 
skunks, rabbits, wart hogs—have eyes, ears, proportionate brains, 
and similarly complex body systems; they are capable of soaking in 
their surroundings. The non-involved creatures—worms, centipedes, 
daisies, oak trees—while biologically defined as alive, are much less 
sensitive and cannot fully take in many of the more simple factors of 
the environment around them, let alone every social nuance. Plants 
cannot smell, hear, or taste, for that matter, so they are not associated 
with social capacity in these films.1 

In both Bambi and The Lion King, animals interact with one another 
through their ability to speak and create social systems much like 
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human civilizations, in which the goal of living is not just to subsist, 
but also to experience the surrounding environment and the figures 
within it. However, insects and greenery are mute figures in the 
background; they are present, but only going about the daily processes 
necessary for survival. These creatures are food for the more advanced 
animals, not peers. In Bambi, the whole forest of social animals come 
together to see the birth of the new prince at the beginning of the film, 
and again for the birth of Bambi’s son at the end, but insects and plant 
figures are not involved in either ceremony. Almost identical to this 
is the presentation of Simba in The Lion King, when only the sentient 
members of the animal kingdom are present. Disney pushes even 
further with this when he blesses these same animals with the capacity 
to fall in love, or, as it is referred to in Bambi, to be “twitterpated.” 
Bambi falls in love with Faline, and Simba with Nala. They do not just 
mate but share a stronger bond indicative of higher living—one that 
the simple procreating organisms cannot obtain. These animals are 
never portrayed as having trouble finding food or a warm place to sleep 
at night. They have time on their hands, and they use that time to be 
social and speculate about their surroundings. Simba’s father, Mufasa, 
comments on the timeless “circle of life”—insight that does not occur 
to the mind without deep observation, contemplation, and analysis.2
 
For a similar reason, pets are often presented in film and fiction 
as particularly sensitive and perceptive beings. The comfort that 
domesticated animals rest in seems to allow them freedom above and 
beyond mere survival. They are fed, housed, and coddled. Cats and 
dogs, pets with sensory capability equal to their human companions, 
are considered especially personified in their ability to live life above 
the primal state. In The Call of the Wild, Jack London uses a dog as 
his protagonist to elaborate on this common assumption about pets: 
that they think, feel, and act much as thriving humans do. London 
emphasizes this with the way that Buck “loved to run in the dim 
twilight of the summer midnights, listening to the subdued and sleepy 
murmurs of the forest, reading signs and sounds as a man may read a 
book.”3 This dog’s apparent ability to enjoy an action unrelated to his 
need to survive is what sets him apart. Buck runs at twilight not to look 
for food, but to take in his environment, to appreciate the forest, not 
just to live in nature but to “read” it.
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Brainpower is also a factor in an individual’s potential to experience 
the world on a higher level. A complex brain is typically representative 
of more complex thought. Some brains allow animals to perceive their 
surroundings in an analytical way, and other brains function as no 
more than a control center. Jim Harrison uses the concept of brain 
potential in his novella The Beast God Forgot to Invent. Following a 
motorcycle accident, Joe suffers from brain damage that robs him of his 
speech capability, his cognitive skills, and his short-term memory. For 
all intents and purposes, Joe is mentally retarded. Harrison narrates, 
“Of course he was still technically alive, but I was beginning to think 
that in some ways he might have a distinct edge on the rest of us.”4 

With this, Harrison suggests that the ability to thrive is not strictly 
defined. While Joe may not be able to appreciate what happened the 
day before nor communicate with words, he sees the world as a child 
does, taking in and observing each of its aspects with enthusiasm. This 
“distinct edge” can be seen in Joe’s newfound ability to discern faint 
sounds and small objects in the forest. He becomes more in tune with 
nature than any of his human friends, connecting with ease to wolf 
pups in the forest. In this way Joe still thrives, just not in the same 
way he had before the accident. This calls into question the way that 
humans view other animals. Harrison reminds the reader that there 
is a possibility that other animals experience the world with as much 
interest and vigor as thriving humans do, just not in the same way. 

Human fascination with dolphins proceeds in a similar way. Dolphins 
are notorious for their extremely high mental aptitude. Their brain-to-
body ratio is second only to that of humans, and they have an intricate 
communication system that has inspired man-made sonar systems. 
In one study conducted at Hunter College, bottlenose dolphins could 
recognize themselves in a mirror and use it to inspect various parts 
of their bodies. In January of 2010, researchers at Emory University 
declared dolphins to be ‘non-human persons,’ ranking second to 
humans in intelligence.5 This suggests that dolphins are capable of both 
thoughts and actions that are more advanced than what is necessary 
to remain alive. They may have morals, social codes, and their own 
language. The activists featured in the film The Cove, which documents 
the annual killings of dolphins in Taijii, Japan, use these and other 
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possibilities suggested by the observed intelligence of dolphins to 
suggest that these sea mammals have an equal right to life as humans—
more than the cows, pigs, and chickens that are routinely slaughtered 
for human consumption. The notion that dolphins may experience life 
on the same level as humans makes their killing a more problematic 
act, perhaps akin to murder.6

Capacity, whether sensory or neurological, is not a definition of 
thriving. An individual who has that capacity may then make the 
choice to use the gift. The more individuals take advantage of the 
ability to experience the world around them, the more they can extract 
out of their time on earth. Especially in humans, whose intellectual 
abilities we understand the best, this choice to actually use the power 
to learn and value the surrounding world is more readily understood. 
Human thriving is rarely restricted by survival needs, but instead by 
comfort, routine, and everyday stress. Those who make the decision to 
live above and beyond these confinements are the ones who thrive the 
most. The most advanced and tangible ways that humans have risen 
to the challenge of immersing themselves in the many elements of the 
earth is through art and science. Art has been a form of expression 
for the way that different individuals perceive their surroundings as 
early as cave drawings in Chauvet 32,000 years ago. Science—the will 
to understand the workings of the world: its origins, its future and its 
present—has been an outlet for curious, complex animals with the 
time to put their advanced minds to work. The drive to be educated 
about the world is something associated only with animals advanced 
enough and willing to know more—something that has little to do with 
simple survival. This move beyond the instinctual flourishes in times of 
wealth and dwindles when focus must turn back to the primal need to 
find food and shelter. It was not until living conditions became stable 
that a new wave of introspection, experimentation, and expression, 
the Renaissance, could once again set these thriving individuals apart 
from their subsisting neighbors in the animal kingdom. 

Ryan Murphy’s adaptation of Eat Pray Love establishes this decision 
to elevate one’s quality of life quite point-blank. The protagonist Liz 
leaves her middle-aged, unfulfilling life behind and chooses to travel 
to Rome, India, and Bali. In these places she starts a new, fresh life. Liz 
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defines her journey to find herself in this way: “If you’re brave enough 
to leave behind everything familiar and comforting…and set out on a 
truth-seeking journey…then the truth will not be withheld from you.”7   
This is a textbook example of an animal identifying their life for what it 
is, taking advantage of that, and flourishing via sight, scent, sound, and 
raw intellectual experience. Liz’s journey is what other humans dream 
of taking on but can’t find the courage to actually execute. 

Not everyone has the same conception as to what living life to its 
fullest really means. Timothy Treadwell’s take on this is heavily 
debated. What lies beneath his apparently “foolish” actions is a novel 
effort to make the most of his existence. As shown in Grizzly Man, 
Treadwell makes the counter-intuitive gesture of living alone amongst 
dangerous beasts—thousand-pound grizzlies. It is Treadwell’s escape 
from a life of drunkenness and lack of direction—he says of himself, “I 
had no life, I had no life, and now I have a life.”8 This new life is found 
in his love for the animals surviving in Alaska. He wants to know 
them, become their friend, watch them, and protect them. None of 
these things are necessary to his survival—in fact, they are evidently 
detrimental. He takes no precautions, refuses to use bear spray or even 
put up an electric fence at night. He strives to fulfill this duty as the 
“kind warrior” of the grizzlies so wholeheartedly that he puts his life 
at risk and is eventually mauled to death.9 But in doing so, Treadwell 
actually accomplishes more than the viewer of Grizzly Man who judges 
from the comfortable safety of his couch. 

There are those who are blessed with the capacity to feel, see, taste, 
hear, or listen to the world. Then there are the even luckier creatures 
who along with these natural sensory resources are also gifted with 
brains so intricate that they can analyze their surroundings and even 
themselves. These creatures that do more than subsist—that paint, 
sing, write, think, love, listen—are the privileged ones. But don’t think 
that the less fortunate organisms are unimportant or dispensable. They 
are the backdrop that the thriving animals can observe, study, and 
marvel at. 
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Beethoven’s Use of Musical Symbolism in the 
Eroica Symphony

Clarissa Klein

Part I

From the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, a new way of thinking 
spread like wildfire throughout the many lands of Europe. They called 
it “The Enlightenment.” People began to question what was right, what 
was true, and what was “normal.” Great thinkers like Voltaire, Vesalius, 
and Rousseau arose from the blue with revolutionary new ideas. So-
ciety began to change, to critique and improve the world; it morphed 
into something completely new. Rebellion arose in France, and from 
that one revolution and the ideas that had inspired it stemmed many 
others around the world, as well as throughout Europe itself.

Amidst all this chaos, a young man sat at a desk in the small German 
village of Heiligenstadt in 1802. His name was Ludwig Van Beethoven, 
by then a very well-known and esteemed composer of classical mu-
sic. According to historian Romain Rolland, “He is alone with his 
demons—slighted love, hope, grief, the whole concert of the inner 
voices…in these sunless days, a death-roar is wrung from Beethoven.”1  
These demons, this hope, this grief, this mournful depression that are 
eating away at Beethoven have all stemmed from the recent discovery 
that he is losing his hearing. This is one of the worst misfortunes that 
could possibly befall a musician, much less a composer possessing the 
genius of Beethoven. But it also stood for something more. As Alec 
Harman puts it, “It was a symbol of his separation from the world; his 
physical deafness complements the spiritual isolation to which he had 
committed himself, even before his deafness was manifest.”2 There, 
Beethoven, eaten away by loneliness and fear, began to write a docu-
ment we know to this day as the Heiligenstadt Testament—a sort of 

This paper was written for Katharine Hanson’s Modern World 
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last will or suicide note. But Beethoven did not kill himself then; he 
persevered for the sake of his art. He threw everything that he had 
been taught to the wind and sat down to write true music, revolution-
ary music, music that flowed straight from the heart of man. He called 
it Eroica.

The structure of the Eroica itself was revolutionary; it did not follow 
the typical style of the Classical Period. As defined by Marion Bauer, 
the typical sonata form is composed of four movements. The first is di-
vided into three parts—the exposition, where the theme is presented, 
the development, where the theme is presented in variations, and the 
recapitulation, where the composer returns to the theme and original 
key to provide closure. The second movement is typically slow, gener-
ally in an A-B-A form, while the third is a minuet or a trio. The final 
movement is generally a rondo (or Old French rondeau), which is typi-
cally also in the same form as the first movement.3 Beethoven’s Eroica 
was one of the first pieces of that day and age that did not follow the 
standard sonata form. Instead, Beethoven took that idea and twisted 
it, warped it, and thus created a new style for music. He changed the 
keys often, threw out the A-B-A form for his second movement, and 
even invented a new form of music along the way—the scherzo. In-
stead of writing a minuet or trio, Beethoven wrote a scherzo—a word 
that means “joke” in Italian. True to its name, the new scherzo was 
lively and fun, in a jesting sort of way, with a trio incorporated in the 
middle. Rolland puts it this way: “He writes Presto! …Overboard with 
the minuet and its formal graces! The inspired rush of the Scherzo has 
been found!”4 This new form for a symphony represents one of the 
key ideals of the Enlightenment—taking something old and looking 
at it with new eyes. As put by Immanuel Kant, the Enlightenment was 
“man’s emergence from his self-imposed inability to use one’s own un-
derstanding without another’s guidance. ‘Have the courage to use your 
own understanding’ is therefore the motto of the Enlightenment.”5 
And Beethoven certainly did this—he did not lay waste to what had 
come before him, he did not ignore it completely, but instead he looked 
at it a different way and adjusted it to help convey the message of his 
music. In doing so he created a whole new type of music.
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In addition to the format of the music, Beethoven used musical tech-
niques to convey Revolutionary ideals throughout the four portions, 
or movements, of the Eroica. The first movement, entitled Allegro 
Con Brio, meaning “brisk and lively, with spirit,” is much debated by 
historians, and could have represented several ideas or themes. The 
piece starts out with two E flat chords, which seem to scream, “Pay 
attention!”6 The movement then continues on with a bouncing theme, 
which is then warped into many variations, some happy, some de-
pressing, and some simply dissonant. Alan Woods presents the first 
interpretation: that the two chords represent an orator demanding at-
tention from an assembly, while the dissonances in the body of the sec-
tion resemble a “cavalry charge,” a “call to struggle,” and the many ob-
stacles it faces. He writes, “In this movement, we are in the thick of the 
Revolution itself, with all its ebbs and flows, its victories and defeats, 
its triumphs and its despairs. It is the French Revolution in music.”7 I 
believe this is a plausible theory; taking it a step further, the different 
instrumental sections could represent the different social classes and 
their moments in the Revolution. The times where it seems that two 
or more of the sections are battling against each other could represent 
the discord between classes at certain times. There is also the famous 
instance when Beethoven’s good friend Ferdinand Ries disrupted the 
first rehearsal of the piece at the point where the horn comes in two 
bars before the rest of the orchestra. Unaware of Beethoven’s intent 
here, Ries shouted, “That damned horn player! Can’t he count prop-
erly? It sounds infamously wrong!” He later recounted that “I think I 
nearly had my ears boxed—Beethoven did not forgive me for a long 
time.”8 Aside from illustrating Beethoven’s quick temper and the fact 
that not everybody appreciated his daring work, this passage could 
also represent the idea that not all social classes were on the same page. 
In fact, it could be taken to show that some events during the Revolu-
tion were (or at least seemed to be) too rushed and not well enough 
thought out, but nevertheless worked out in the end. Michael Tilson 
Thomas, on the other hand, has a different interpretation of the first 
movement. He states that it’s “about life, youth, hope…and above all, 
energy.” He writes that the dissonant, seemingly stuck notes could rep-
resent how all humans get stuck in life sometimes, how we question 
things in life, and how we may not necessarily understand why things 



happen, while the developmental section represents how everybody 
has to deal with conflict, anger, and frustration. He argues that this is 
one of the main revolutionary things about this piece—that Beethoven 
is the first to touch on the “realm of unconscious exploration.”9 I be-
lieve that Thomas makes a very good point—that Beethoven conveys 
new ideas to the public through this piece, new unheard-of chords, 
dissonances, questions. And these new ideas thoroughly represent En-
lightenment thinking—taking something familiar and driving it where 
it has never been before.

The second movement is perhaps the least debated by musicologists 
searching for its deeper meaning. It is entitled “Funeral March,” and 
consists of just that. The march opens with a mournful oboe solo, 
which is later carried out by other sections before transforming into 
a less miserable section that brings out a new theme. Beethoven turns 
that new theme into a gorgeous, lamenting fugue before bringing back 
the oboe to finish. Thomas explains the common consensus that the 
piece represents a typically grand Parisian state funeral. But he makes 
an unusual point in the instrumental arrangement. Instead of having 
the drumbeats played on actual drums (which were indeed available at 
the time), Beethoven chose to give the drumbeat figure to the strings, 
with the dynamic instruction being to play “as if whispering.”10 This is 
quite a curious selection. Why would Beethoven have chosen to have 
one instrument attempt to convey the sound of another? The idea was 
simply revolutionary. I believe that one reason for this choice could be 
that the string drumbeats give the piece a whole new level of emotion, 
of mystery. They make it feel less of a clichéd funeral march, but instead 
a true picture of grief. I also believe it to be interesting that in every 
single source that I consulted, it was unanimously agreed that the oboe 
solo represented a mourner lamenting a loved one’s fate. The piercing 
sound of the oboe was perfect for this mournful tune—not too sweet, 
but also not too droll. But then there is the almost waltz-like section 
inserted right before the fugue. This is where opinions split among his-
torians. Woods believes that this nearly glorious section could be the 
celebration of a hero; Thomas considers it to be the mourner asking 
questions, perhaps, “Why is there death? Why must there be suffering 
in life?”11 Personally, I disagree with all of these claims. To me, this 
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section sounds almost sarcastically false. The joyful little oboe tune, 
followed by the grand trumpet fanfare, seems a little out of place in this 
march. What if this waltz represents Robespierre’s promises of good 
during the Reign of Terror? They certainly must have seemed a little bit 
hypocritical to the masses after the unjustified execution of thousands. 
This could account for the fanfares. Maybe this whole march could 
represent the Reign of Terror itself. But all questions of intent are lost 
when one begins to listen to the deeply moving fugue. One begins to 
wonder what must have happened to Beethoven that inspired him to 
write this heavy, dark piece. Some, like Thomas, believe that the fugue 
is Beethoven’s way of trying to answer his own questions about life 
through the most rational form of music. Thomas states that it “drains 
every last bit of strength from us,”12 and I agree. This fugue is probably 
one of the purest, most beautiful pieces of music I have ever heard, and 
I find it hard to analyze its meaning. To me, it simply represents finding 
true beauty in the darkest of times.

The third movement is curious in itself, because it was the first of its 
kind ever written—the world’s first orchestral scherzo. But after the 
draining funeral march, it is simply the sun that lights up this whole 
symphony. Robin McKee, the principle flautist in Thomas’s San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, states that “the third movement is the best 
day of your life, where everything is going well, and lining up, and the 
sun is shining and the flowers are blooming.”13 Indeed this “little joke” 
represents the better side of life, hope for the future. And to most, the 
triumphant horn trio in the middle can only represent one thing—
Napoleon. According to Ries, the main reliable source of Beethoven’s 
day, the symphony was originally to be dedicated to Bonaparte, until 
the fateful day where he had himself crowned emperor of France. Ries 
recorded Beethoven’s words as follows: “So he is no more than a com-
mon mortal! Now, he too will tread underfoot all the rights of man, 
indulge only his ambition, now he will think himself superior to all 
men, become a tyrant!”14 Legend has it that Beethoven then erased 
the dedication from his title page so violently that he ripped a hole in 
it. This story helps us understand the intent behind the third move-
ment as a celebration of everything Napoleon stood for: the rights of 
all, freedom, and justice—everything Beethoven admired in him. The 
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horn trio was to be a representation of this leader arising to bring the 
people of France to great glory, freedom, and justice.

The fourth movement seems to be out of place. It starts with a little 
chipper tune that doesn’t feel at all like a piece of Beethoven’s. But what 
Beethoven does with it is quite brilliant. Thomas convincingly explains 
his purpose here: apparently Beethoven had one major competitor 
during his time in Vienna. His name was Daniel Steibelt. During the 
time that the two composers were working, most of the court perfor-
mances were hour-long improvisations that showcased the inner bril-
liance of the composers’ minds. Unfortunately, one day Steibelt had the 
nerve to improvise on one of Beethoven’s themes. Beethoven, being a 
very quick-tempered man and one who did not easily forgive, is said to 
have taken the cello part of one of Steibelt’s quintets, turned it upside 
down, and pounded out a few of the notes on the harpsichord over 
the fading notes at the end of the quintet. He then continued for an 
hour with a brilliant improvisation based on those few notes. Thomas 
tells us that if one listens carefully, that little bit of so-called “musical 
fluff ” is actually the last few bars for the cello part of Steibelt’s quintet, 
turned upside down.15 Aside from being a brilliant story, the fact that 
Beethoven took something that he believed to be rubbish, put it in his 
symphony, and ingeniously transformed it in all dimensions shows us 
again how deeply he was rooted in the Enlightenment ideals of looking 
at the old through new eyes, being critical of one’s surroundings, and 
urging others to think for themselves. 

In a famous cartoon by Charles Schultz, Lucy asks Schroeder, “I’m 
looking for the answer to life, Schroeder. …What do you think is the 
answer?” To which Schroeder replies vehemently, “BEETHOVEN! 
Beethoven is IT, clear and simple!! Do you understand?”16 Indeed 
Beethoven is “It”—an eternal source of inspiration, a piece of the 
Revolution, echoing throughout the tunnel of time. The Eroica Sym-
phony was one of the most revolutionary musical works of all time. 
Beethoven changed the way music was thought about, and to this day 
his music continues to convey the importance of such things as free-
dom, human rights, using one’s mind, looking at old problems through 
new eyes, and always questioning what one is told. The work itself is 
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quite complicated, always teeming with mystery and new possibility. 
As Thomas puts it, “this piece took three years for Beethoven to write, 
but it’s taken me thirty to get my head around it.”17 Beethoven certainly 
was one of the first composers to take his music to such a high level 
of reality, challenging both himself to be able to use music to convey 
his outlook, his opinions, and his questions about life, and the listener, 
to be able to understand and interpret his intentions, which was thor-
oughly revolutionary at the time. 

Part II

Today, the French Revolution is still very much alive. The once new 
ideas of human rights, fighting for freedom, and the sovereignty of the 
people are now central aspects of our culture. Beethoven’s Eroica took 
these themes and set them to music using a revolutionary new style 
that even changed the way people thought about the fundamentals of 
music. In the present day classical music is not considered our chief 
form of art. By now most people express these revolutionary ideals in 
other ways. However, classical music is still alive, and still very much 
affected by Beethoven’s revolutionary style. But how does one find 
Beethoven today, amidst the scarcely admired contemporary compos-
ers? Is his inspiration alive? The answer is that Beethoven is still very 
much alive, in the form of Dmitri Shostakovich, a Soviet-era Russian 
composer. 

As in the time of the French Revolution, so too did Russian Commu-
nist leaders seek to use music to convey things like Soviet ideals and 
nationalism. Anybody who did not conform to these standards was in 
danger. As Michael Tilson Thomas puts it, “Official government de-
crees defined truth and beauty. Traditional composers were declared 
decadent and their music forbidden. Only Beethoven survived the 
ban.”18 The music in Shostakovich’s era was continuously regulated by 
the government, so, as in the era before Beethoven, composers gen-
erally wrote with the goal of official approval in mind. Shostakovich, 
however, did not. 
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His style was instead quite similar to Beethoven’s. As Elliot Schwartz 
and Barney Childs have written, he was fond of dissonant, striking, 
and witty music. They also mention that “[his] rhythms are angular 
and often syncopated, he rarely strays from a strong sense of regu-
lar pulse.”19 The two composers were similar in both background and 
musical technique. It makes one wonder whether Shostakovich might 
have been in large part inspired by Beethoven, perhaps even the Eroica 
in particular, as there are substantial moments in Shostakovich’s works 
that sound almost like Beethoven reincarnated into different themes. 
Two of the most prominent examples of this are in Shostakovich’s Sym-
phony no. 5 and Symphony no. 12.20 Thomas observes that “Shostakov-
ich wrote his Fifth Symphony on the model pioneered by Beethoven.”21  
The third movement in particular bears much resemblance to the Fu-
neral March of Beethoven’s Eroica. It has the same exhausted, depress-
ing feeling and begins similarly with a lonely oboe solo. Indeed, the 
two composers drew on similar circumstances to write these march-
es: Beethoven upon the massive state funerals of France during the 
Reign of Terror, and Shostakovich upon the brutal methods of Stalin’s 
regime. Additionally, the second movement of Shostakovich’s 12th is 
similar in its feel.22 But the major difference is that while Beethoven 
uses the strings to represent drummers in the opening, Shostakovich’s 
cellos give a dark, doom-like impression, as if someone were watching 
over you, about to take you away at any moment. Additionally, while 
he opens the second movement of his Fifth Symphony like Beethoven, 
with a soulful oboe, Shostakovich decides to open with a French horn 
instead—an announcement of the whole Russian people’s agony as op-
posed to one person lamenting.

Aside from the lonely, exhausted funeral marches, both composers 
make use of an intriguing technique in the final movements of their 
symphonies. In the Eroica and in Shostakovich’s Fifth and 12th, the last 
movements are free from all the doom and mournful hopelessness, 
which makes them sound oddly out of place. In each case the final 
movement is full of joy and hope and pride, brassy fanfares, “musi-
cal fluff ” as Thomas puts it.23 I have offered possible explanations for 
this in Beethoven’s work above, but why would Shostakovich do it? He 
himself states that “to strike out for the new is the sacred duty of all 
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artists.”24 This points to one way of construing these joyous but incon-
gruous outbursts. If Shostakovich were to write a symphony like his 
12th, with all his dissonance, depressing chords, and doom-like cellos, 
his music would be censored, and he would probably be killed for writ-
ing “un-nationalist” music. Hence he needed to give the government a 
little of what it wanted—joyous fanfares, marches, chipper little tunes. 
Yet at the same time, the last movement of his 12th is very similar to 
the end of Beethoven’s Eroica in the sense that it is not just “fluff,” but 
something more. Beethoven develops the fluff into powerful themes, 
and Shostakovich tweaks the fluff to serve his own purposes. He in-
serts little recapitulations in minor keys, uses a few dissonant chords, 
and even over-develops his fanfares, making them a little too gaudy. 
Like Beethoven joking at Steibelt’s expense, he pokes a little fun at “ap-
proved” musical tastes. 

While Beethoven and Napoleon may be dead, their legacies live on 
today. You can hear them if you listen hard enough, because the ideas 
they stood for are not dead. Freedom, hope for a better life, and peo-
ple’s rights are still highly advocated in our world today. Occasionally, 
a person may even come along who seems to be the modern incarna-
tion of Napoleon, or Beethoven, like Shostakovich. The echoes of the 
French Revolution still ring throughout our world—you just have to 
close your eyes and enjoy a little piece of music.
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This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced Placement 
U.S. History class in the spring of 2010.

Limiting Terms, Not Limiting 
the Executive Branch

Rachel Star

When the Framers drafted the 1787 Constitution, argument and 
controversy surrounded almost every issue except the election 
of George Washington as the first President of the United States. 
Washington was a great leader, so great that he was asked by Hamilton 
to become king and serve for life. However, after he served as president 
for eight years—two terms—Washington decided not to run again. In 
his Farewell Address published in 1796, he stated, “The disorders and 
miseries which result [in any country] gradually incline the minds of 
men to seek security and repose in the absolute power of an individual; 
and sooner or later the chief of some prevailing faction, more able or 
more fortunate than his competitors, turns this disposition to the 
purposes of his own elevation, on the ruins of public liberty.”1 In that 
address, Washington implicitly set the precedent for an unofficial two-
term limit on all presidents to come. That precedent, often referred to 
as an unwritten rule, would not be broken for nearly 145 years, until 
the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

In 1941, Franklin Roosevelt became the first American president to be 
elected for a third term and thus the first to break with the two-term 
tradition begun by Washington. While he was extremely popular and 
was even re-elected in 1944 for a fourth term, his blatant disregard 
of the boundaries established by all his predecessors was a significant 
change. Like any change, it incited a backlash. The backlash came 
in the form of the 22nd Amendment, which converted the two-term 
limit from mere tradition into a formal part of the U.S. Constitution. 
The amendment reads, “No person shall be elected to the office of the 
President more than twice.”2 The amendment was recommended by 
the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch, also known 



as the Hoover Commission. At the urging of the Commission, the 
amendment was passed by Congress on March 21, 1947, and ratified 
by the requisite number of states on February 27, 1951. 

There is little debate among historians about the original goal of the 
22nd Amendment. The de jure goal, in terms of the law, was to limit a 
president to only two terms of office. While that goal is clearly reflected 
in the text of the amendment, the underlying objective sought by the 
Hoover Commission was to prevent any future administration from 
wielding the power and influence of the Roosevelt administration. In 
attempting to counteract the Roosevelt administration’s elevation of 
the executive branch, the true, de facto goal of the 22nd Amendment 
was to weaken the power of the executive branch. 

The amendment has clearly succeeded in its original mission of limiting 
presidents to two terms. Additionally, it has prevented subsequent 
politicians from amassing the influence and public dependence that 
Roosevelt did during the Great Depression and the Second World 
War. However, this is where historians disagree. While some argue 
that the amendment causes the president to lose influence and power 
during his or her second term, thereby weakening the effectiveness of 
the executive branch, not all agree. The amendment serves as a source 
of strength to the executive branch as a whole because it distributes 
and balances the power within the branch, which provides for greater 
continuity and allows for greater trust and stability. 

Backlash

Franklin D. Roosevelt was the first and only person to serve as president 
for more than two terms. He held office from 1933 to 1945—a total 
of 12 years. Looking back on history, we know that Roosevelt never 
became a tyrannical dictator. However, at the time, some feared that 
Roosevelt was trying to strengthen the power of the executive branch 
in order to take complete control of the government. That prospect 
scared many people, especially the Republicans who disapproved of 
Roosevelt’s liberal policies. They may have had reason to be concerned. 
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During his extended presidency, Franklin D. Roosevelt used loose 
construction of the Constitution and circumvention of the other 
branches to greatly expand the power and influence of the executive 
branch. Bruce Schulman discusses this in LBJ and American Liberalism, 
arguing that Roosevelt “made [the executive branch] the fountainhead 
and uncontested leader of American politics and policy making… 
[T]he major powers and responsibilities of American governance, 
foreign and domestic, lay in the White House and the executive 
agencies FDR had created.”3 Overwhelming evidence from Roosevelt’s 
direct actions while in office backs that viewpoint. 

Roosevelt’s Lend-Lease Program gave the executive branch sole power 
over the nation’s weapons supply and exports. In order to conceal the 
United States’ entry into the Second World War, Roosevelt established 
a program—proposed in January of 1941 and passed by Congress in 
March—with Britain, and later the Soviet Union, so that the United 
States could lend arms, claiming that the arms would be returned once 
the war was over. In response, Senator Burton Wheeler published 
an article in 1941 bashing both Lend-Lease and Roosevelt. Wheeler 
argued that Lend-Lease (or as he liked to term it, “Lend-Lease-Give”) 
“gives to the President unlimited power to completely strip our air 
force of its every bomber, of its every fighting plane. It gives to one 
man—responsible to no one—the power to denude our shores of every 
warship.”4 Lend-Lease was a direct increase in executive power.

Similarly, Roosevelt attempted to increase the power of the executive 
branch with the introduction of the Judiciary Reorganization Bill 
of 1937, which would have allowed him and his cabinet to control 
the Supreme Court. Often known as court packing, the Judiciary 
Reorganization Bill of 1937 was just that—Roosevelt’s attempt to pack 
the courts with people who agreed with his values and policies. The 
bill’s main provisions would have granted Roosevelt the power to 
appoint several new justices to the Supreme Court. As historian Marian 
C. McKenna states in Franklin Roosevelt and the Great Constitutional 
War: The Court Packing Crisis of 1937, “Roosevelt failed to recognize or 
appreciate the power or reputation of the [Supreme Court] he attacked 
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and the institutional nature of the American system of government, 
with its built-in balance of power system.”5 Although the bill was not 
passed, it threatened the Supreme Court enough so that its members 
became much more conciliatory towards Roosevelt in their subsequent 
decisions. 

Roosevelt openly attacked the upper class, most of which was composed 
of influential, wealthy, white Republicans. Because of this, many 
Republicans suffered at the hands of his New Deal programs during his 
lengthy presidency and wanted to ensure that nothing of the sort ever 
happened again. The Hoover Commission, which recommended the 
amendment, included many prominent Republicans. By the time the 
amendment was proposed, the Republicans had taken majority control 
in both chambers of Congress. The Republicans tried to protect their 
party from a repeat of the dominant Democratic force displayed by 
the Roosevelt administration. By passing the 22nd Amendment, even 
if another powerful president were to be elected, he or she could not 
wield the same amount of power and influence that Roosevelt had 
wielded. While the goal of the 22nd Amendment was very specific, the 
effects were extensive: the ratification of the amendment had both 
intended and unintended consequences. 

Unintended Consequences

During a president’s second term, the fact that he or she cannot be re-
elected weakens the executive branch by decreasing its influence and 
effectiveness within the federal government. This is one of the main 
arguments of present-day politicians who advocate for the repeal of 
the 22nd Amendment. A New York Times op-ed piece discussed this 
effect under the name of “second termites” and blamed the amendment 
for Nixon’s Watergate scandal and Clinton’s shenanigans with Monica 
Lewinsky.6 While that view might be extreme, there are reasonable 
arguments for how the two-term limit decreases the influence and 
motivation of the executive branch. 

A common view is that the 22nd Amendment weakens the executive 
branch because it forces a president in his or her second term to 
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become a lame duck. In The American Presidency, Clinton Rossiter 
claims that “the real logic of the Twenty-second Amendment is, then, 
that it helps to shift the balance of power away from the executive and 
back towards the legislature.”7 Rossiter suggests that because the public 
looks directly towards the president for leadership, the weakening of 
the position leads to a weakening of the entire branch.8  Representative 
Steny Hoyer took a similar stance in his “Introduction of Bipartisan 
Bill to Repeal 22nd Amendment” speech. In that speech, Hoyer also 
discusses the concept of a “lame duck” president. He argues that “a 
‘lame duck’ president serving in his second term is less effective dealing 
with the Congress and the bureaucracy than a president should be.”9  
Furthermore, he claims that in their second terms, presidents become 
subordinate to the powers of Congress and lose much of their political 
sway.10 This not only shows a decrease in the power of the president as 
the head of the executive branch, but also suggests that the executive 
branch is no longer of equal power to the legislative branch.

In addition to becoming a lame duck, historians note that presidents 
and their administrations may become distracted during the second 
term, focusing on building a future legacy, rather than on effective 
governing. In his book, Giving Up on Democracy, Victor Kamber 
argues just this point about distractions in the second term.11 He says, 
“Presidents also start thinking about their place in history…[I]t often 
translates into a distracted executive who is busy making retirement 
plans and establishing his presidential library.”12 It stands to reason 
that a branch headed by a distracted leader would be less effective and 
weaker.

Furthermore, some argue that placing a restrictive expiration 
date on the presidency causes presidents to be plagued by a loss of 
motivation. In Federalist No. 72, Alexander Hamilton suggested that 
an administration restricted by term limits would be less likely to 
undertake larger projects, because the time constraints might mean 
that they would not be able to finish carrying out longer-term plans.13  
He discussed his opinion that self-preservation is often stronger than 
the desire to serve one’s country when he says, 
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If [a president] could flatter himself with the prospect of being allowed 
to finish what he had begun, the love of fame…would, on the contrary, 
deter him from the undertaking, when he foresaw that he must quit 
the scene before he could accomplish the work, and must commit that, 
together with his own reputation, to hands which might be unequal or 
unfriendly to the task.14

The term limits imposed by the 22nd Amendment can hurt a president’s 
motivation, in much the same way that these limits create a weak lame 
duck and a distracted, ineffective leader. This in turn weakens the 
executive branch, because both the public and the rest of the branch 
look towards the president for leadership—and weak leadership leads 
to a weaker branch. However, in addition to these effects there are 
other unforeseen counteracting forces that serve to strengthen the 
power of the executive branch. 

Protecting the Nature of the Republic

When the 22nd Amendment was being written, the Hoover Commission 
seemed focused on the proximate effects of the amendment. In other 
words, they designed the amendment to protect Republicans against 
another dominant Democratic force exerting prolonged power over 
the government. But in reality the amendment protects the entire 
Republic from the abuses of a potential monarchy or dictatorship. By 
providing this ultimate protection of the Republic, the amendment 
actually serves to strengthen the executive branch, rather than to 
weaken it as the Republicans hoped. 

When the Framers wrote the Constitution, they had specific reasons 
for creating terms of office [not the same as term limits] and democratic 
elections: they did not want to establish a monarchy such as existed 
in England. In Thomas Jefferson’s letter to Edmund Pendleton, he 
explained, “My reason for fixing [members of governement] in office 
for a term of years rather than for life, was that they might have in idea 
that they were at a certain period to return into the mass of the people 
& become the governed instead of the governor which might still keep 
alive that regard to the public good that otherwise they might perhaps 
be induced by their independence to forget.”15 Later, in a letter to Isaac 
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Weaver, he argues that, “If some period be not fixed, either by the 
Constitution or by practice, to the services of the First Magistrate, his 
office, though nominally elective, will, in fact, be for life; and that will 
soon degenerate into an inheritance.”16 In those two letters, Jefferson 
demonstrates how term limits remind a president of the republican 
ideals and keep one man from becoming all-powerful. Jefferson 
understood that if a tyrannical president gained power, the executive 
branch as a whole would suffer because all of its power would be 
concentrated in one place. That concentration of power would actually 
undermine the system of checks and balances and cause instability 
within the entire executive branch. 

The fear of Roosevelt becoming too powerful was clearly illustrated 
in a campaign button used by supporters of Wendell Willkie in the 
1940 presidential election against Franklin D. Roosevelt: the election 
for Roosevelt’s third term. The text of the button reads “No Third 
Internationale, Third Reich, Third Term.” (See appendix.) Willkie 
and his followers believed that a president serving for more than two 
terms would become a dictator, which would lead to the suppression 
of civil rights and the demise of the Republic. Thus the aim of Willkie’s 
campaign was to paint Roosevelt as both a dictator and a suppressor 
of civil rights. In order to do this, the campaign drew parallels with 
dictatorial Germany under the Third Reich and the Third International 
under Stalin. Those parallels suggested that term limits could serve to 
strengthen the executive branch because they protect the distribution 
of powers within the executive branch. The Wilkie campaign implied 
that a monarch or dictator would negate the complicated structure of 
advisors and cabinet members that a current-day president has. The 
decision-making power could be concentrated in one man alone, 
and that one man could usurp the power of his peers—the rest of the 
executive branch. This button suggests that without term limits all of 
the power would be concentrated in one figure, the president, thus 
severely weakening the branch as a whole.

Vice Presidents

The term limits imposed by the 22nd Amendment have also had the 
effect of elevating the status of the vice president. In his book, America’s 
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Constitution: A Biography, Akhil Reed Amar claims that by limiting the 
number of terms allowed to a single president, the amendment forces 
second-term presidents to choose more competent vice-presidents as 
their own handpicked successors to carry on their legacy.17 Thus, the 
22nd Amendment greatly increases the influence and status of the vice 
president. He argues: 

Indeed, since the adoption of the Two Term Amendment, America has 
witnessed a remarkable rise in the status of her vice presidents…Along 
this dimension, it would seem that the Amendment has been a remarkable 
success, prompting presidents to pick stronger VPs and encouraging the 
republic to avoid thinking of any one man as utterly indispensable.18

This theory is supported by the drastic increase in the number of vice 
presidents who have headed their party’s ticket in a subsequent election 
since the ratification of the 22nd Amendment. In the ten administrations 
prior to the amendment, only two vice presidents were powerful and 
popular enough to win the nomination of their party: Teddy Roosevelt 
and Harry Truman. However, since the 22nd Amendment, six out of ten 
vice presidents have gone on to head their party’s ticket in a subsequent 
election: Lyndon Johnson, Hubert Humphrey, Richard Nixon, Gerald 
Ford, George H. W. Bush, and Al Gore. 

While the vice president is only a single individual within the executive 
branch, the increase in his or her status enhances the overall power of 
the executive branch. This is because strengthening the vice president 
adds a second competent leader to the branch, translating into more 
brainpower, energy, and stability. It not only increases the number of 
powerful politicians in the branch but also causes the power within the 
executive branch to be more evenly distributed. In addition, having a 
more powerful and competent vice president counters the common 
public image that the executive branch depends solely on the power of 
the president, thus increasing the public’s trust in the branch overall. 
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Nixon and Reagan: Examples in Practice

While it is difficult to prove that the 22nd Amendment has actually 
strengthened the power of the executive branch, many historical 
examples support that view. In particular, both the Nixon and Reagan 
administrations demonstrated extensive power in the executive 
branch. President Nixon transformed the executive branch into 
an even more powerful force in the federal government in order to 
protect the country from its enemies. Additionally, President Reagan’s 
executive branch demonstrated increased power by enforcing his own 
opinions on the budget.

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. discusses the especially powerful executive 
branch under presidents Nixon and Reagan in his book, The Imperial 
Presidency. Schlesinger observes that after the Korean War, “the 
executive branch…continued, it seemed inexorably, to accumulate 
power at the expense of Congress.”19 That viewpoint is supported by 
the actions of both presidents and their administrations during their 
time in office. 

In 1971, the Symington Committee discovered Nixon’s covert 
operations in Laos. According to Schlesinger, “the executive branch 
had led Congress to believe that American bombing over Laos was 
directed against the North Vietnamese troops passing along the Ho 
Chi Minh trails in southeastern Laos…[T]he executive branch had 
been waging a separate and secret war in support of the Vientiane 
government.”20 In that instance, the executive demonstrated an increase 
in power and influence by bypassing Congress and carrying out his 
own plans secretly. President Reagan displayed his power and influence 
by consistently rejecting advice regarding the fiscal budget. Despite 
economic turmoil and severe budget gaps, Reagan repeatedly refused 
to change his plans and said that he would “stay the course.” In his 
“Message to the Congress Transmitting the Fiscal Year 1983 Budget,” 
he said, “Our task is to persevere; to stay the course; to shun retreat; to 
weather the temporary dislocations and pressures that must inevitably 
accompany the restoration of national economic, fiscal, and military 
health,” despite many recommendations for specific contrary action.21
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Conclusion

The initial goal of the 22nd Amendment was to prevent another period 
of prolonged Democratic control by weakening the power of the 
executive branch. However, that goal has not been achieved. In fact, the 
executive branch has been strengthened by the limits imposed by the 
amendment—both in theory and in practice. The amendment changed 
the Constitution by limiting the president to only two terms, but also 
changed the balance of powers in the federal government—and thus 
effectively altered the fundamental structure of our government.

Appendix

Source: “No Third Internationale, Third Reich, Third Term.” 
New Hampshire Political Library Digital Archives. 
http://collections.politicallibrary.org/ (accessed December 6, 2009).
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Devil’s Advocate Defeated: George Ball 
as a True Dissenter

Sam Fancher

It is the late summer of 1964. The South Vietnamese government is on 
the verge of collapse, and President Lyndon B. Johnson is considering 
secret plans to bomb North Vietnam.

In steps Undersecretary of State George Ball. On August 29th, Ball re-
ceives a phone call from his friend, reporter James Reston of the New 
York Times, who has read a leaked report on conditions in Saigon. He 
confirms with Ball that the situation is tense, and then proceeds to 
ask, “What about finding a way to get out of Vietnam?” to which Ball 
responds, “Nobody is thinking seriously about pulling out or initiating 
negotiations.” Then, Reston inquires, “What about a wider, Geneva-
type conference?” “Unworkable,” Ball answers.1 On October 5th, how-
ever, just five weeks later, Ball turns in a sixty-seven page memoran-
dum annihilating the foundations of the administration’s Vietnam 
strategy and proposing a negotiated exit. The memo turned out to be 
highly prescient, anticipating nearly everything that subsequently went 
wrong in Vietnam. But Johnson rejected its advice and chose military 
escalation over a negotiated withdrawal. 

Why was Ball ignored? It depends on which Ball was the real George 
Ball: the hawk who talked to Reston or the dove who wrote the memo 
five weeks later. Such a dramatic change is unusual in so short a time. 
Some academic historians argue, therefore, that Ball must have been a 
hawk whose role in the administration was to play the role of dove and 
“devil’s advocate.” Because he was only playing a role, his memo was 
not taken seriously. Other historians argue that Ball was a dove who 
kept his dissent against the war secret, even to the extent of appearing 
hawkish when necessary.

This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced 
Placement U.S. History class in the spring of 2010. 



Some historians argue that Ball’s advice was ignored because his dissent 
was merely staged for effect. Yet the text of Ball’s October 5th memo and 
the word of his colleagues strongly suggest that his dissent was in fact 
genuine. There are alternative explanations for why Ball was referred 
to as a devil’s advocate, why the memo was delayed, and why Ball never 
tried to mobilize support for it. 

The Devil’s Advocate Thesis

After Ball retired in 1966 from his post as Undersecretary of State, 
he became widely known for having served as the Johnson adminis-
tration’s devil’s advocate. A devil’s advocate is someone who presents 
one opinion in order to test the strength of the opposite opinion. Ac-
cording to the devil’s advocate thesis, Ball presented “dove” opinions 
for the “hawks” in the Johnson administration to practice defeating, 
and his warnings against Operation Rolling Thunder and other es-
calatory measures were ignored because these warnings were just an 
exercise and not Ball’s true beliefs. In Johnson’s memoir, The Vantage 
Point, he claims that Ball “often in our meetings…spoke in opposition 
to one proposal or another…[and] played the role of devil’s advocate 
frequently.”2 In Choosing War, Fredrik Logevall asserts that Ball “had 
been appointed a ‘house dove,’ a resident devil’s advocate…who could 
be safely counted on to remain on the team, come what may.”3 And in 
Dereliction of Duty, H. R. McMaster argues that “[Johnson] and his 
closest advisers viewed Ball’s opinion skeptically, as if he were a devil’s 
advocate who was only fulfilling his task as the lone dissenter.”4 This 
understanding of Ball as the Johnson administration’s devil’s advocate 
became so widespread that when Ball died in 1994, the headline of his 
obituary in the New York Times—one of the most respected newspa-
pers in the world—read: “George W. Ball dies at 84; Vietnam’s Devil’s 
Advocate.”5 The devil’s advocate thesis is clearly an enduringly popular 
one that deserves further examination.

According to the devil’s advocate thesis, Ball’s dissent was nothing 
more than the arguments raised by someone whose job it was to voice 
a position (which he himself might or might not believe in) for the 
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sake of argument. Ball wrote memoranda cautioning against escalation 
because the president had requested them, not because Ball himself 
believed in them. It was as a devil’s advocate that Ball completed his 
memo to Johnson on October 5th, 1964, questioning the assumptions 
in the plans for an air offensive against North Vietnam. The plans were 
put forward by Robert McNamara, Johnson’s Secretary of Defense, 
and were meant to damage North Vietnam’s future negotiating posi-
tion and to help the South Vietnamese people and government recover 
their morale. According to Logevall, “The 5 October memorandum 
had been requested by Johnson at an NSC meeting some two weeks 
earlier…[and Johnson had] instructed the undersecretary to shoot 
holes in the contingency plans for stepped-up action. …”6

All the sources agree that Johnson did not read this memo until late 
February of 1965. By then it was too late, however, because Johnson 
had approved Operation Rolling Thunder on February 13th and bomb-
ing began on March 2nd. On March 8th, the first contingent of U.S. Ma-
rines landed at Da Nang. Those who believe in the devil’s advocate 
theory argue that if Ball had been honestly trying to persuade John-
son to question the assumptions of the administration’s Vietnam pol-
icy (rather than just performing an assigned rhetorical task), then he 
would not have waited for almost five months to elapse before making 
sure that the president read it. Logevall, for example, asks:

Why did Ball never make any attempt to get his October memorandum 
to the president, especially given that it had been written at Johnson’s 
behest…? Why did Ball make no effort to get it into Johnson’s hand dur-
ing the critical policy discussions in November? Or in December? Nor 
did Ball make any attempt to build support for his position within the 
foreign-policy establishment….7

Those who believe in the devil’s advocate theory conclude that Ball 
didn’t attempt to get his memo to the president because he had no 
personal conviction in what he wrote. He had already performed his 
task by writing the memo. Therefore, because he was just a devil’s ad-
vocate “acting as a good lawyer for the president by developing dispas-
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sionately an argument diametrically opposed to McNamara’s,” Ball’s 
memos were never meant to persuade Johnson or his pro-war advisers 
to withdraw American forces from Vietnam.8 Ball was just providing a 
counterpoint ultimately meant to strengthen McNamara’s recommen-
dations for escalation in Vietnam.

A True Dissenter

There are two reasons why calling Ball a devil’s advocate is mislead-
ing, however. First of all, the term implies that Ball was not a true be-
liever in his own dissent. However, both the tone of Ball’s dissenting 
memoranda and the testimony of his colleagues indicate the opposite. 
Secondly, the term implies that Ball was assigned the job, but there is 
strong evidence to the contrary. It may well be that he was only re-
ferred to as a devil’s advocate in order to preserve the appearance of 
unanimity among Johnson’s advisers. 

According to the traditional definition, a devil’s advocate is assigned 
the worse side of a debate for the sake of argument. He does not 
truly believe in his own position but argues for it anyway in order to 
strengthen the other side. If Ball were truly a devil’s advocate in this 
sense, his memo’s goal would be only to point out weaknesses in Mc-
Namara’s plans beforehand, so that there would be enough time to fix 
them and ultimately make the air offensive stronger. Ball’s October 5th 

memo, however, aims at completely dismantling McNamara’s case. It 
cites several critical reasons why the U.S. should not begin an air of-
fensive against North Vietnam: there is no proof that bombing North 
Vietnam will improve the morale or government of South Vietnam; 
bombing will not necessarily stop North Vietnam from sending forces 
and supplies into South Vietnam; bombing might make the U.S. look 
like a bully for bombing a small, poor nation and thereby weaken, not 
strengthen, the U.S. position in negotiations; bombing might provoke 
a North Vietnamese counter-assault that could only be answered by 
U.S. ground troops or nuclear weapons; bombing would unite feuding 
Communist countries against us; and finally, bombing North Vietnam 
might provoke China into entering the war.9 Instead of testing and 
refining the arguments for an air offensive, Ball’s objections damage 
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them so thoroughly that none can be restored to full strength, at least 
in retrospect. His memo should therefore not perhaps be dismissed as 
the work of a devil’s advocate.

Furthermore, in the same October 5th memo, Ball urges a course of 
action that a devil’s advocate would not. He does not just question the 
policy of escalation but forcefully promotes that of a political settle-
ment. An examination of the tone of part two of Ball’s memo (“The 
Problems and Possibilities of a Political Solution”) reveals his con-
victions. Ball proposes diplomatic measures, frequently opening his 
thoughts with “We should…” or “I suggest…” or “I think…” or “I am 
convinced…” On the last page of the memo, he says: “What I am urg-
ing is that our Southeast Asian policy be looked at in all aspects and in 
the light of our total world situation.”10 By directing the administration 
towards a policy of negotiation, Ball is moving beyond the devil’s ad-
vocate role of shooting “holes in the contingency plans for stepped-up 
action….”11 He sounds less and less like a devil’s advocate who, accord-
ing to McMaster, acts “as a good lawyer for the president by develop-
ing dispassionately an argument…” and more and more like someone 
who speaks for himself by using the first person to express his genuine 
beliefs.12

Finally, the evidence given by members of the Johnson administration 
who worked most closely with Ball suggests how strongly he believed 
in his own dissent. McNamara and McGeorge Bundy were two mem-
bers of the three-man group that frequently met with Ball and Johnson 
to discuss top-secret matters. (The third was Secretary of State Dean 
Rusk.) McNamara and Bundy knew Ball best and were constantly ex-
posed to his dissent. If anybody were to accuse Ball of being a devil’s 
advocate, it would be these two. Yet McNamara said that Ball’s memos 
were the efforts “of an honest man pushing through a series of propo-
sitions that deserved thorough debate at the highest levels,” and that 
Ball “…had our respect—but he deserved more than that.”13 Bundy 
also defended Ball’s motives, saying, “Why do people hassle around 
with [Ball’s] motives? …I think George should be taken on [his] mer-
its. …”14 Also, until the end of 1965 McNamara and Bundy were both 
pro-escalation “hawks” in the Johnson administration. They were part 
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of the reason for the Vietnam War. If anybody were to expose Ball as 
just a devil’s advocate who was assigned the job of giving what turned 
out to be the correct advice, it would be the men who knew Ball well 
and who gave Johnson what turned out to be disastrous advice. Down-
playing Ball’s dissent and calling his warnings the exercise of a devil’s 
advocate might make their own actions in those years look more ex-
cusable, because then people would say that nobody knew what would 
happen. Yet, as shown in these quotes, McNamara and Bundy didn’t 
take that tack. Instead, they credited the strength of Ball’s convictions. 
Their testimony suggests Ball was not a true devil’s advocate.

Codename: Devil’s Advocate

If Ball was never assigned the job of devil’s advocate or saw himself in 
that role, then how did he acquire the label? The most likely explana-
tion involves Johnson’s way of running his staff. According to Larry 
Berman, in Planning a Tragedy, “Johnson’s operating style incorpo-
rated a preoccupation with secrecy, a need for controlling information 
both to and from the White House…an emphasis on consensus and 
team play, and a tight rein on the White House staff.”15 George Reedy, 
Johnson’s longtime press secretary, said that Johnson “abhorred dis-
sent.”16 Johnson needed his White House to present a unified front re-
gardless of any internal disagreements. Therefore, Ball’s dissent could 
not become public knowledge. 

Secret information, however, was often leaked from the White House 
to the press. Furthermore, it was inevitable that there would be meet-
ings attended by other less-trusted advisers who weren’t a part of the 
“Awesome Foursome.”17 The Johnson administration therefore came 
up with a plan to refer to Ball as “the devil’s advocate” and his no-
torious memo as “the devil’s advocate paper” in front of others as a 
way to hide the fact that Ball was working on a dissenting position 
he truly believed in. According to notes from a White House meet-
ing on November 19, 1964, “Mr. McGeorge Bundy commented that 
work had not advanced on the ‘devil’s advocate’ exercise. …Mr. Rusk 
and Mr. William Bundy responded that the ‘devil’s advocate’ exercise 
had made some progress under Mr. Ball.”18 Aside from Johnson, Rusk, 
McNamara, Ball, and the Bundys, the attendance list at the meeting in-
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cluded Vice-President Hubert Humphrey, CIA director John McCone, 
Under Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance, and NCS staffer Bromley 
Smith.19 Perhaps the term “devil’s advocate” was used in this meeting 
because Johnson did not want some of these other men to know about 
the depth of Ball’s convictions.

In his memoir, The Past Has Another Pattern, Ball himself claims that 
the label was given to him and his memos for the sake of secrecy and 
the appearance of consensus:

To negate any impression of dissent among the top hierarchy, President 
Johnson announced that he would refer to me as the ‘devil’s advocate,’ 
thus providing an explanation for anyone outside the government who 
might hear that I was opposing our Vietnam policy. Though that ruse 
protected me, I was irked when some academic writers later implied that 
my long-sustained effort to extricate us from Vietnam was merely a styl-
ized exercise by an in-house ‘devil’s advocate.’ Thus are myths made. Not 
one of my colleagues ever had the slightest doubt about the intensity of 
my personal convictions.20

Ball clearly states that Johnson assigned him the name but not the role 
of devil’s advocate. A person who believes in the devil’s-advocate theo-
ry might suggest that Ball is being self-serving here, that he really was 
just a devil’s advocate now trying to rewrite the past in order to look 
wiser. If Ball were a devil’s advocate, then it wouldn’t have mattered if 
someone outside found out about his “stylized exercise.” There is, how-
ever, evidence that Ball actually did take measures at the time to keep 
his opposition secret. On the cover page of his October 5th memo, Ball 
addresses Rusk, McNamara, and McGeorge Bundy: “The paper has 
the obvious limitations of a personal effort drafted mostly late at night 
and without the benefit of staffing.” Furthermore, Ball states,“Only five 
copies of this document have been prepared…[and it] should not be 
discussed outside the four of us. …”21 Ball took these precautionary 
measures to keep his dissent secret, not because he enjoyed working 
secretly, alone and at night. Indeed, taking those measures was disad-
vantageous to his work: he couldn’t have staffers help with the research, 
and he had to work at night, when he was tired, instead of during the 
day, when others might see what he was writing. Therefore, the memo 
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also supplies evidence supporting Ball’s claim that “devil’s advocate” 
was not his actual role, but a deliberately misleading title given to him 
in order to mask his personal convictions against the air offensive—in 
a word, a ruse. 

Rejected, Alone, and Ignored

Ball’s explanation for the origins of the devil’s advocate label is plau-
sible and supported by evidence. However, if we accept that Ball really 
was a secret dissenter who was committed to his opposition, then we 
have to answer Logevall’s question: Why didn’t Ball get his October 5th 

memo to Johnson until February 24th, 1965?22 First of all, Ball’s memo 
was rejected out of hand by McNamara, Bundy, and Rusk. Ball writes, 
“My colleagues were dead set against the views I presented and unin-
terested in the point-by-point discussion I had hoped to provoke.” Ball 
also remarks, “McNamara, in particular, was absolutely horrified. He 
treated it like a poisonous snake…He really just regarded it as next to 
treason. …”23 These advisers were not going to pass his memo on to 
the president, and Ball himself, respectful of the chain of command, 
didn’t want to go around the proper channels by delivering it him-
self. Secondly, Ball’s memo coincided directly with the final weeks of 
the 1964 presidential election, and Ball did not want to pull Johnson’s 
focus away: “I didn’t press to show it to the President, because he was 
occupied with the campaign at that time.”24

Logevall also asks why Ball did not try to get other members of the for-
eign policy staff to support his position. Ball definitely needed outside 
supporters, because otherwise he would have to debate alone against 
the hawks—McNamara, Rusk, Bundy, and Johnson himself. The prob-
lem is that if Ball had attempted to build support outside, then his 
memo and his position would have been exposed, and Johnson wanted 
any dissent within his administration kept secret. Any such disclosure 
would surely have angered Johnson: in February of 1965 he became 
furious with Humphrey for submitting a memo against escalation 
and for openly voicing his concerns at an NSC meeting. He punished 
Humphrey by banning him from all Vietnam discussions.25 Johnson 
deeply valued the appearance of unanimity: 
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I served [Kennedy] loyally, as I would have wanted my Vice-President to 
serve me. We did not always see things in the same light. I did not always 
agree with everything that happened in his administration. But when I 
did disagree with the President, I did so in private, and man to man.26

If Ball had tried to get support for his dissent from outside the Awe-
some Foursome, Johnson would have excluded him as well. Any sup-
port Ball had managed to get would have been useless:

The effectiveness of my opposition to the war—or even my ability to re-
tain the ear of the President—had depended on Johnson’s confidence that 
I would never betray or embarrass him. That was the condition on which 
I could continue to participate in discussions and have access to the intel-
ligence information that enabled me to argue my case with some author-
ity.27

So Ball’s memo went ignored until after the decision to authorize the 
air offensive, which happened on February 13th, 1965. Rolling Thunder 
would make it much harder to negotiate the settlement that Ball rec-
ommended in his memo.28

Conclusion

In the end Johnson finally did see Ball’s memo. Why did he reject it? 
There are many possible answers to this question, but it seems to me 
that the devil’s advocate answer is unlikely. As presented here, there is 
plenty of evidence to support the idea that Ball was not a devil’s advo-
cate, but only called that to mask his dissent, and that he was the only 
dissenter in Johnson’s hawkish circle of advisers. However, this brings 
us back to the original question: why did the hawks ignore Ball? Ball has 
been noted by almost everyone to be an extremely loyal man. Logevall 
notes that “Johnson identified that key part of the George Ball persona: 
his unswerving loyalty. The president knew that, whatever Ball might 
feel inside, outwardly he would faithfully present the administration’s 
position.”29 Everyone knew that even though the preponderance of the 
evidence was on Ball’s side, his loyalty meant he would never go to the 
press with his dissent no matter how well-reasoned it was or how much 
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he believed in it. Having this luxury meant, perhaps, that Johnson and 
his advisers were never forced by the prospect of public embarrassment 
to fully and honestly address the dissent in Ball’s October 5th memo. If 
this is true, the irony would be a sobering one: the loyalty of a wise and 
respected man is ultimately to blame for the Vietnam War.
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SDI: Establishing Safety, 
Establishing Dominance

Matthew Heising

On March 23, 1983, President Ronald Reagan introduced a bold 
new project to the American people: the Strategic Defense Initiative. 
The initiative, known as SDI for short, called for a defensive system 
in which space-based lasers would shoot down any nuclear missiles 
fired at the U.S. At the time of its announcement, many people were 
shocked by the project, primarily for two reasons. First, it was clearly 
an extremely technologically ambitious project. Second, it seemed to 
be a major departure from the United States’ previous nuclear policy, 
the offensive Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD).

Twenty-seven years later, historians still disagree about what prompt-
ed SDI. In his book, Strategic Defense Initiative, Robert M. Lawrence 
wrote that SDI’s causes were so deep-rooted in America’s past dis-
satisfaction with MAD that SDI was really not much of a change; it 
was merely what many analysts’ thinking had been leading up to for 
many years.1 Edward Reiss, in The Strategic Defense Initiative, offers 
quite a contrasting view. According to Reiss, Reagan’s introduction of 
SDI “signaled his intention to overturn the entire basis of official U.S. 
nuclear strategy,” and did not appear to have much basis in previous 
U.S. strategy.2

Why did the Reagan administration introduce SDI? Granted, one rea-
son for this was the ever-expanding technology that was opening up in 
America, making a space-based defense system seem like it might be a 
plausible goal for the first time in history. Indeed, SDI certainly would 
not have been launched in the 1960s. Nevertheless, it did not directly 
grow out of any changes in American technology; the main reasons 
for SDI were more connected to America’s military relations with the 
Soviet Union than they were to what was going on within America it-
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self. One of these causes was an attempt by Reagan to ensure American 
safety during a time in which the U.S.S.R. seemed to be expanding its 
nuclear arsenal. This was the official explanation Reagan gave for SDI, 
and I think it is a crucial part of the story, but not the only part. The 
other main goal Reagan was trying to achieve with SDI was to create a 
second arms race with the Soviet Union, a race over anti-ballistic mis-
sile systems; the idea was that due to America’s scientific advantages, 
the U.S.S.R. would not be able to keep up with America’s race for an 
operational defense system, severely weakening its military standing 
in relation to the U.S.

The Political Necessity of Technological Justification

In his presentation of SDI to the American public, Reagan certainly 
emphasized the important role technology was playing in shaping his 
decision to initiate a new phase of strategic defense. When one con-
siders how much more technically ambitious SDI was than any bal-
listic missile defense system the United States had previously explored, 
attempting to shoot down missiles from space for the first time, this 
comes as no surprise. Nevertheless, despite the leaps and bounds in 
science and engineering that Reagan claimed made SDI possible, SDI 
did not grow out of these technological changes. Instead, to make SDI 
palatable to the general U.S. population, it was necessary for Reagan 
to produce a means of justifying his initiative by stressing the recent 
improvements in U.S. technology.

From the moment Reagan introduced SDI to America in a televised 
speech on March 23, 1983, he made sure to highlight the growth in 
American technology that had led to his decision to undertake this 
project. To create a system in which the United States would not have 
to rely on the doctrine of MAD, Reagan appealed to his audience, “Let 
us turn to the very strengths in technology that spawned our great 
industrial base and that have given us the quality of life we enjoy to-
day.”3 This statement is a clear example of Reagan trying to earn popu-
lar support for SDI by creating a feeling that America could accom-
plish almost anything through its great technical prowess. Later in his 
speech, Reagan did qualify this some by saying that SDI would most 
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likely take many years of research, possibly decades, before it could be 
fully operational.4 However, this could also be seen as a political move, 
making SDI harder to criticize by admitting that it was quite an ambi-
tious, long-term project. Furthermore, even in this qualification, Rea-
gan continued to drive home the point that SDI was growing directly 
out of America’s advancing technology.

But looking deeper, it appears that no technological improvements, 
either real or invented for political support, were the motivation for 
SDI. In a letter to a Mr. Patrick Mulvey, Reagan wrote that he did not 
actually know what SDI would, from a technical standpoint, consist 
of.5 Instead, he just asked his team of scientists to figure out the feasi-
bility of a space-based defense program.6 While the president would 
of course not be directly involved in the actual scientific planning of 
such a military project, this letter clearly implies that the impetus for 
SDI came not from any scientific gains, but that Reagan tried to find 
scientists to back him up after he had already become convinced of 
the necessity of SDI. This is different from, for example, the Manhat-
tan Project, which was initiated after physicist Leo Szillard wrote a let-
ter (also signed by Albert Einstein) to President Roosevelt advocating 
the research of nuclear fission for the purpose of creating an atomic 
bomb. Furthermore, Reagan appears to not have consulted very care-
fully with all of his technical advisers before announcing his proposal 
to the public. This is evidenced by the fact that both the director of 
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the director of 
defensive systems learned of Reagan’s speech introducing SDI at the 
same time as the rest of the nation: on television.7

Based on the public reaction to this speech, it seems that the way in 
which Reagan emphasized the science behind SDI was truly necessary 
for the project politically. To some extent, Reagan succeeded in creat-
ing a positive reaction to his initiative by stressing the great techno-
logical bounds that led to SDI. A Time article, titled “The Old Lion 
Still Roars,” printed not even two weeks after Reagan introduced SDI, 
describes Edward Teller, one of Reagan’s chief scientific advisers for the 
project, in a very positive light.8 Even the title conveys an enormous air 
of optimism. However, the fact that SDI was soon dubbed “Star Wars” 
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because of its seemingly impossible, science fiction-like ambition, and 
that this nickname has stuck quite strongly even to the present day, 
shows that a huge number of people grew to think that SDI was tech-
nologically ridiculous. A San Jose Mercury News article, “ ‘Star Wars’ 
Feasibility Debated,” further shows the sort of technological criticism 
SDI received, specifically from the computer science community.9 
Such criticisms, which lasted throughout SDI’s existence, prove that 
it was indeed politically necessary for Reagan to attempt to convince 
the public of SDI’s achievability with claims of great scientific advance-
ments, as he continued to do throughout his presidency, despite the 
fact that in reality, SDI did not grow out of any gains in technology.

The Light Side—Protecting the American People

The official motivation Reagan gave for SDI was to create a means of 
protecting the lives of American citizens should the Soviet Union de-
cide to initiate a nuclear attack. In a pamphlet released by the White 
House in 1985, Reagan stated, “Our only purpose is to search for ways 
to reduce the danger of nuclear war.”10 This statement is only half true; 
while it appears there were at least some other incentives for SDI, it 
does seem that one of the main goals was in fact to be able to effec-
tively defend against a nuclear attack, instead of merely relying on the 
threat of massive retaliation to prevent such an attack. Ultimately, this 
new defensive strategy has roots in Reagan’s own ideals that he brought 
with him to office in 1980. Proximately, these ideals could be fully real-
ized as SDI because of a nuclear build-up that the Soviet Union had 
been undertaking at the time.

Reagan entered office already very interested in creating a defensive 
alternative to MAD. In fact, already in 1979, before he was elected, 
Reagan had decided that the United States was in need of a means 
of defense against a missile attack, but he decided not to run on this, 
as it was too politically risky.11 Throughout his presidency, Reagan re-
mained an extremely avid proponent of SDI. This is evidenced by the 
fact that in arms negotiations with the Soviet Union, although he was 
willing to compromise over other issues, such as nuclear arms reduc-
tions, he was never willing to let up on his plans for SDI at all.12 SDI 
always was an integral part of his vision for a peaceful world. 
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Central to Reagan’s desire for a new system of defense was an extreme 
distrust in MAD. MAD’s fundamental logic was a basic tenet of game 
theory strategy known as deterrence: if both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 
have enough nuclear weapons to destroy the other side, and they each 
could detect if the other were to launch a nuclear attack on them, nei-
ther side would launch a nuclear attack, as the risk of retaliation would 
be too high, and too devastating. Mainly because it had seemed to work 
well so far, all previous administrations, and even many of Reagan’s 
own advisers, viewed MAD as necessary for the prevention of nuclear 
war.13 However, Reagan viewed the logic of MAD as inherently danger-
ous. In his speech announcing SDI to the public, Reagan said that even 
if the Soviet Union is willing to keep their nuclear weapons stockpile at 
no higher than the U.S.’s, “it will still be necessary to rely on the specter 
of retaliation—on mutual threat, and that is a sad commentary on the 
human condition.”14 Even in a stable, balanced situation, with neither 
side having any advantage, Reagan was not at all satisfied with MAD.

On top of this, when Reagan took office, MAD did not seem to be 
a stable system to Reagan and many others of his administration. In 
fact, even before he took office, some analysts had been concerned 
over the effectiveness of MAD, reporting that the Soviet Union had 
been increasing its nuclear capabilities. A 1976 New York Times ar-
ticle shows that the United States did have some intelligence suggest-
ing that the U.S.S.R. was building up its nuclear arsenal, and even that 
the Soviets had never quite been content with MAD. Furthermore, the 
article stated that NATO analysts believed the Soviet Union was pos-
sibly creating civil defense programs so that a retaliatory attack would 
cause only a limited number of deaths, a number that the Soviet Union 
might find tolerable for conducting a first strike.15 When Reagan took 
office, he agreed that the Soviet Union was working towards gaining 
a nuclear advantage over the United States. Moreover, he felt that the 
second SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) treaty had worked to 
help the U.S.S.R. enjoy levels of nuclear weapons far greater than those 
of the United States.16 One response that Reagan gave to this was an 
attempt in the first years of his presidency to greatly build up the U.S.’s 
nuclear weapons as well.17 However, even with this buildup, Reagan 
felt that SDI was necessary to protect the United States from the ad-
vantage U.S. intelligence believed the Soviet Union held in its nuclear 
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potential. The public, too, felt that the U.S.S.R. posed a serious threat 
towards America. In a December, 1981 poll, 76 percent of Americans 
were reported to have said that they believed a nuclear war was likely 
to break out within just a few years.18  This fear throughout the nation 
suggests that Reagan may have been influenced by public opinion in 
his decision to push for SDI. However, Reagan’s explanation that the 
purpose of SDI was to defend against a nuclear attack does not seem to 
be just politically motivated. In the years leading up to SDI, the Soviet 
Union was indeed expanding its nuclear arsenal at a rate significantly 
greater than the U.S. had been expanding its own. (See Appendix A.) 
This suggests that Reagan and his analysts were not merely trying to 
create an irrational sense of fear over the nation to gain support for 
SDI, but that they had reason to believe there was a legitimate cause for 
concern over nuclear war.

The Dark Side—A Second Arms Race

Still, an attempt to create a defensive system so that the American 
people would be safe from a nuclear missile attack was only one of the 
main motivations for SDI. The other important rationale was to insti-
gate a second arms race with the Soviet Union: a race to see which na-
tion could supply itself with the best defensive weapons, and a race that 
the Reagan administration thought America could win. Of course, to 
pass SDI off to the public as a completely innocent, entirely defensive 
decision, the Reagan administration never at all admitted this as one 
of the incentives, but it influenced the administration’s thinking on the 
matter nonetheless.

Lieutenant General Daniel O. Graham, one of Reagan’s chief military 
advisers, was an extremely important figure in advocating for SDI, of-
ten credited with creating most of the initial drive within Reagan’s ad-
ministration for a space-based defense system. Like Reagan, Graham 
recognized that the Soviets appeared to have an advantage over the 
United States in terms of the bulk of their nuclear arsenal.19 However, 
unlike Reagan, Graham did not believe that the United States would 
be able to catch up to the Soviets in the number of traditional nuclear 
weapons they possessed.20 In his belief that it would be unwise for the 
U.S. to proceed by simply spending more and more on conventional 
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nuclear missiles, Graham was also likely influenced by the recession 
plaguing the United States in the early 1980s, the worst since the Great 
Depression. As an alternative, he advocated changing the nuclear arms 
race to strategic defense. In his mind, because the United States was 
generally superior to the Soviet Union in more sophisticated tech-
nology, the U.S. would have a very strong advantage in the race over 
space-based defense systems.21 Of course, the fact that one of Reagan’s 
chief advisers on SDI laid out this theory two years before SDI was 
announced does not in itself prove that an effort to initiate a defensive 
arms race really was one of the causes of SDI, but it does suggest that 
this rationale for SDI was very likely to have been one of the driving 
forces behind it.

In looking at SDI in the context of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty of 
1972, it seems that the desire to cause a second arms race did indeed 
play a big part in the administration’s decision to introduce SDI. The 
ABM treaty was ratified by the United States and the Soviet Union 
in order to limit the development and deployment of missiles used to 
counter nuclear warheads. Furthermore, the treaty specifically bans 
the development of space-based missile defenses.22 In his memoirs, 
President Nixon, who signed the treaty alongside Leonid Brezhnev, 
stated that the primary purpose of the ABM treaty was to stop “what 
inevitably would have become a defensive arms race, with untold bil-
lions of dollars being spent on each side for more and more ABM cov-
erage.”23 If SDI broke the ABM treaty, then, this would further suggest 
that one of the purposes of SDI was to create a defensive arms race. Not 
surprisingly, when SDI was announced, the Reagan administration in-
sisted that it was within the confines of the treaty, as SDI was merely a 
research project.24 Despite these claims, though, SDI still seems to be 
a drastic change from the military strategy that the ABM treaty set for 
the U.S. in 1972, and that it had adhered to until SDI.

One piece of evidence that SDI signified a change from previous mili-
tary strategy on missile defense systems is the huge amount of money 
that went into SDI when compared to previous spending on anti-bal-
listic missile weapons. After the ABM treaty was signed, the amount 
of money spent on ballistic missile defenses gradually dropped to its 
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lowest levels since 1959, down to about 500 million dollars per year.
However, after Reagan announced SDI, the amount of money being 
spent on such devices quickly shot up to its highest levels ever, peak-
ing at around 4 billion dollars per year in 1988. (See Appendix B.) This 
change in spending alone strongly suggests that with SDI, America 
was breaking off from the ABM treaty. What’s more, in his diaries, in 
March 1987, Reagan wrote that at the start of the next year, SDI would 
move into a stage of “broader interpretation” of the ABM treaty.25 This 
further shows that the Reagan administration was in fact consciously 
moving away from the ABM treaty, in turn implying that the United 
States seemed to be initiating a defensive arms race. One group of peo-
ple who certainly held this opinion were the Soviets. In 1985, Pravda 
printed an article titled “Playing With Fire” that argued that SDI was 
extremely dangerous, even counter-productive, to the prospects of 
reducing the levels of nuclear weapons between the two nations, and 
it was just helping to propel the arms race further.26 Because of this 
general fear of SDI throughout the Soviet Union, Soviet leaders were 
always very opposed to SDI and tried to bring an end to it in various 
arms negotiation talks, but SDI still managed to survive the remainder 
of the Cold War.

Conclusion

One of the reasons it is so hard to understand what the initial inten-
tions were for SDI is that before it could ever be fully realized, the 
Soviet Union suddenly collapsed in 1991. With the Soviet Union went 
much of the fear of a nuclear attack that had permeated American poli-
tics for over 40 years. However, SDI research continued. Of course, 
the motives for more strategic defense weapons were quite different 
after the fall of the U.S.S.R.; the United States was clearly not trying to 
start an arms race with any other country, and there was no immediate 
threat of a nuclear attack by any measures. Instead, the reasons for con-
tinuing research seemed to be aimed more toward a long-term goal, so 
that if the United States were ever to find itself in danger of a nuclear 
attack again, it might be ready with a space-based defense. Further-
more, research likely continued because of the level of momentum SDI 
had reached by that point, and the large amounts of money that had 
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already been spent on it. Very recently, on February 12 of this year, the 
Missile Defense Agency, which currently heads strategic defense tech-
nology, announced that for the first time, in a test, it had succeeded 
in shooting down a ballistic missile with a space-based laser, a major 
breakthrough for the program. Because of this, it is conceivable that 
although the Cold War is long gone, Reagan’s dream of SDI may yet 
become a reality in the not-so-distant future. So as strategic defense 
continues to benefit from large sums of government spending, and as it 
might possibly play a very real role in the future of American military 
policy, it is of vital importance that we, as a nation, do not lose sight of 
the initial origins of the program: the dream to create an America safe 
from nuclear attack, but also the great thirst for military superiority 
over the Soviet Union.
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Appendix A

Source: Gerard Segal, “Strategic nuclear missiles, warheads and throw-weights of 
United States and USSR, 1964-82” (2002)
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Appendix B

Source: Ballistic Missile Defense: Evolution and Current Issues: Report to the 
Chairman, Committee on Governmental Affairs, U.S. Senate (1993)

Department of Defense Spending on Ballistic Missile Defense Programs, 
1955-1993

Note: Y-axis ranges from 0 to 4,500 in millions of dollars
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From the Sun to Hydrogen Gas

Jackson Badger

1  Abstract

There is a large possibility that the next generation of electrical energy 
will include hydrogen gas, given its abundance on earth, its high energy 
potential, and the fact that it is “green.” One problem, however, is how 
this hydrogen is going to be produced in gas form.

2  The Big Idea

The goal of this project is to take water and find a way to split it into its 
two elements, hydrogen and oxygen. Although this will release both 
elements, what matters is the production of hydrogen in the gaseous 
state, which could be used as an energy source for the toy fuel cell 
car that Jonathan Melgar will be making (see “The Hydrogen Remote-
Control Car” on page 97). While accomplishing this goal, the entire 
system has to simultaneously have the lowest attainable level of carbon 
dioxide emissions.

The origin of the idea of taking the heat energy from the sun and 
converting it into electrical energy that can then be used to split water 
came about in an interesting way. Jonathan Melgar decided to create a 
toy car that runs on hydrogen gas, using fuel cells. Since it would be too 
expensive for Jonathan to constantly buy new hydrogen gas to power 
his car, he suggested that I find a way to make hydrogen gas. Initially I 
thought that the idea was interesting, but the actual procedure would 
not be challenging enough. As I thought about it more, however, I hit 
on the idea of combining my interest in innovative “green” technology 
with the water-splitting project. So I decided that my project would 
be to find the “greenest” possible way to split water into hydrogen and 

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Applied Science 
Research class in the spring of 2010.



oxygen. Apart from the process itself being “green,” I would be creating 
“green” energy with the hydrogen gas, which could possibly be the 
energy source of the future for vehicle transportation and powering 
the grid.

3  Introduction

Because oil and coal are essentially limited resources and we are 
burning these power sources at extreme rates, we need to intelligently 
seek out other ways to power ourselves. Not only do we need another 
form of energy, but it needs to be clean, or “green,” because the burning 
of oil and coal are hurting the ecosystems of this planet. One energy 
source that could meet these requirements is hydrogen. 

Hydrogen gas could turn out to be the solution to the world’s global 
warming and energy problems because the product of running 
hydrogen through a fuel cell is water. As it pertains to cars, the 
efficiency of a hydrogen fuel cell car is between 40-60%, while that 
of a traditional combustion motor is around 20%. [1] While this may 
be a bold hypothesis, hydrogen does have great potential. For one, 
hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe [3] and one 
of the most abundant on earth. [3] In addition, the ocean contains 
enormous and easily accessible reserves of potential water that could 
be used for producing hydrogen. On top of this, when used in fuel 
cells, the hydrogen gas would turn back into water, which means that 
there would be no carbon dioxide or any other pollutant emissions. 
[4] Although hydrogen energy has been around for a while (at least 
since the 1970s, when NASA used it as rocket fuel), the idea of using 
hydrogen as an energy source has not caught on because the need 
to change from fossil fuels has not been a pressing issue. Recent 
studies, however, have shown that the amount of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere is extremely dangerous to the diverse ecosystems of 
earth because the products of burning fossil fuels are carbon dioxide 
and water vapor. The diagram below illustrates the reaction caused by 
combusting gasoline:

2C8H18 (l) + 25O2 (g)   g   16CO2 (g) + 18H2O (g)
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Because all fossil fuels are organic compounds (substances that contain 
carbon and hydrogen), burning them will produce carbon dioxide. 
Another reason for the renewed focus on hydrogen as an energy source 
is the fact that fossil fuels are bound to run out. 

Furthermore, the future is not so far off in terms of using the sun’s energy 
to create hydrogen. A recent invention called the Tandem cell takes the 
energy from the sun to split water into hydrogen and oxygen, which 
are then captured and stored. The Tandem cell has two photocatalytic 
layers (see Figure 1). The front layer of nanocrystalline metal oxide 
absorbs the high-energy waves of ultraviolet light, while the lower-
energy waves (infrared) are absorbed by the Gratzel cell behind the 
first photocatalytic cell. [5] A Gratzel cell is essentially a natural solar 
panel that makes use of the light-absorbing substance titanium oxide 
(TiO2). When the titanium oxide dye absorbs the light, it causes the 
electrons to become excited and jump to one of the electrodes, thereby 
generating an electrical current. [6] The electrons then travel to the 
anode, which causes the H+ ions in the water to gather around and 
form hydrogen gas. Although my project is a more complicated way 
of accomplishing this, it has essentially the same concept of using the 
sun’s energy to create hydrogen gas. 
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Figure 1: The Tandem cell and its layers. The ultraviolet light waves are absorbed 
by the first conducting glass, and the rest of the light waves are absorbed by the 
titanium oxide film on the second conducting glass. (For full-color versions of 
all figures, go to http://roundtable.menloschool.org.)

4  Theory

Although the first half of the project is primarily engineering, the 
second half, the actual splitting of water, is mainly chemistry. The 
reaction that occurs in the electrolysis process is the following:

2H2O (l)   g   2H2 (g) + O2 (g)   Eo(V) = -1.23 V

For the reaction to occur, the water needs a minimum of 1.23 V to 
start. Although this seems like a simple reaction, the half-reactions 
that happen at each electrode are fairly complex. At the anode, the 
reaction is:

2H+
(aq) + 2e-   g   H2 (g)   Eo(V) = 0.00 V
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This is where the hydrogen gas is actually created. And at the cathode, 
the reaction is a little more complicated:

2H2O (l)   g   O2 (g) + 4H+
(aq) + 4e-  Eo(V) = -1.23 V

Combined, the reactions look like:

2H2O (l)   g   O2 (g) + 4H+
(aq) + 4e-  Eo(V) = -1.23 V

2 * (2H+
(aq) + 2e-   g   H2 (g))  Eo(V) = 0.00 V

2H2O (l) + 4H+
 (aq) + 4e-   g   O2 (g) + 4H+

(aq) + 4e- + 2H2 (g) 

2H2O (l)   g   2H2 (g) + O2 (g)   Eo(V) = -1.23 V

These are all the reactions that occur during the process of electrolysis 
with water and no electrolytes. However, one problem that occurs with 
pure water is that water is a bad conductor and requires more voltage to 
start the reaction. One way to increase the conductivity of the water is 
to add an electrolyte to the water. The theory behind electrolytes is that 
a completely dissolved salt, acid, or base allows for the ions within the 
solution to make it easier for electricity to travel through the solution. 
This makes it easier to start the reaction. 

Although electrolytes make it easier to produce hydrogen gas, there is 
a minor flaw that can easily be avoided. The standard reduction table 
shows the half-reactions that can occur with certain ions in a solution 
(See Appendix A.) One plausible solution that could be used as the 
electrolyte would be salt, NaCl, which will completely dissolve into Na+ 
and Cl-. According to the table, chlorine gas is formed when 1.36 V is 
run through a solution containing chlorine ions. 

2Cl-
 (aq)   g   Cl (g) + 2e-    Eo(V) = -1.36 V

NaCl (s)   g   Na+ (aq) + Cl- (aq)  Eo(V) = 0 V
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This reaction only requires 1.36 V, and the desired reaction occurs at 
1.23 V. Therefore a solution containing chlorine should not be used, 
because instead of hydrogen gas, the captured gas could possibly 
contain deadly chlorine. Although using electrolytes is ultimately 
better for the overall reaction, the ions from the electrolytes may create 
some unwanted substances that may alter the amount of hydrogen 
produced or even prevent it entirely. 

Only certain electrolytes can be used, and the amount of voltage going 
into the solution must be limited. Unwanted substances are not only 
created by using certain electrolytes, but they can also be created 
by increasing the voltage. It is typically thought that increasing the 
voltage will increase the overall speed of the reaction, but this is not 
true. Voltage is measured in joules per coulomb; increasing the voltage 
increases the energy per charge but not the speed of the reaction. To 
increase the speed of the reaction and make more hydrogen gas, it 
is the current (rate of charge flow) that must be increased. Current 
is measured in amperes, or coulombs per second, so to increase the 
current is to increase the rate of the reaction. To avoid producing 
unwanted substances while increasing the rate of hydrogen production, 
the voltage must be limited and the current maximized. 

5  Peltier Cell Experimental Data

One plausible way to produce the electricity needed to split hydrogen 
would be to use Peltier cells. When a current is run through a Peltier 
cell, it will produce a temperature differential (∆T), with one side 
hot and the other cold. The temperature differential varies with the 
amount of voltage. When at its max voltage of 16 V, the Peltier cell 
can produce a ∆T of about 65° C. In theory, the reverse is also true: 
the creation of a temperature differential between the two sides of the 
cell should cause a voltage difference and therefore a current. In an 
ideal world when a ∆T of 65° C is applied, the Peltier cell should give 
off 16 V of electricity. However, this is not a perfect world. So a short 
experiment was conducted to test the effectiveness of Peltier cells in 
producing a current. A Peltier cell was put on top of a hot plate with 
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the hot side touching the surface of the hot plate. Then a beaker full of 
ice and water was put on the cold side of the Peltier cell. To measure the 
temperature of both the hot plate and the ice water, one infrared laser 
surface thermometer was pointed at the beaker and another pointed 
at the hot plate. Then, using a Vernier LabQuest, the voltage that the 
Peltier cell produced was recorded over time. The test was run for 20 
minutes. The results are displayed in the following graphs: 
 

Figure 2: Amount of current produced from the Peltier cell with the given ∆T. 
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Figure 3: Voltage produced from the Peltier cell with a given ∆T.

The trend of the data is positive and linear, meaning that as the difference 
between the hot side and the cold side of the Peltier cell increases, the 
voltage and the current increase. When ∆T is at its maximum, the 
amount of power produced is 0.138 W, which is theoretically enough 
power to complete electrolysis of water. The likelihood of recreating 
such a large ∆T using the energy of light would at first glance appear to 
be slim. However, a few experiments with a parabolic mirror and the 
Peltier cell “sandwich” suggest that this ∆T is in fact attainable.

6  Determining the Best Solute

The goal of this project is to produce the largest amount of hydrogen 
with the least amount of waste and energy. Since water is not 
very conductive, creating hydrogen gas from pure water requires 
considerable electrical power. But when a current runs through a 
solution the conductivity increases and thus the output of hydrogen 
reciprocates. This can be achieved by putting a compound in the 
water which completely dissociates into two separate ions within 
the solution. However, different compounds vary in how much they 
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affect the conductivity of water. So a test was done to figure out which 
solution produces the most amount of hydrogen with a given amount 
of voltage. Many variables could affect the overall production of 
hydrogen: the solute, molarity of the solute, distance between anode 
and cathode, conductivity of electrodes used, and voltage. Given time 
constraints, only the solutions themselves were varied in these trials 
(see Appendix B.)

Although the procedure may seem straightforward, there were in 
fact several speed bumps that slowed down the completion of this 
experiment. One of the first was that there was no way to capture the 
hydrogen produced and then release it so that a flame test (which would 
combust the hydrogen gas and measure the wavelength of the flame) 
could be done. Initially a burette was used to capture the hydrogen. 
However, once this test tube was flipped over, there was some unwanted 
gas inside. Every time the test tube was flipped, these bubbles would 
show up. In an attempt to get them out, the valve was flipped open, 
which immediately caused all of the solution in the tube to drain 
back into the beaker, due to pressure differences. A little investigation 
revealed that there are test tubes made just for capturing and measuring 
a gas. This immediately solved the problem of the unwanted gas. Instead 
of extracting the hydrogen gas from the top of the test tube to do the 
flame test, the tube was flipped over and the gas would rise out of the 
tube. This lead to another problem, the flame test itself.

The initial idea for performing the flame test was to use the Red Tide 
Ocean Optics Spectrometer to measure the wavelength of the flame 
produced by burning hydrogen gas. However, attempting to establish 
baseline data by dropping zinc into a hydrochloric acid solution and 
burning the resulting hydrogen gas failed. After trying this test several 
times and doing a little further research, it was concluded that lighting 
hydrogen on fire does not create the desired majestic flame but rather 
just produces a “popping” sound. [7] So to reconfirm that the gas 
captured within the test tube was hydrogen, instead of measuring the 
wavelength of the flame, listening for a distinct “pop” sound would 
have to do. The final set-up can be seen in Appendix B.
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With these two problems solved, the tests could finally begin. The 
newly updated procedure was followed with the first compound tested 
being magnesium sulfate. Despite the step forward, there was one 
problem with this particular test, which was that the voltage on the 
power supply was turned to its maximum level. Although hydrogen 
was created by following the procedure, the fact that the voltage was at 
its max undercut the whole goal of the project, which was to create a 
fairly efficient system. Furthermore, it would be hard to produce that 
much voltage with the Peltier cells. So this data was thrown out and 
the procedure was rewritten to limit the voltage to around 1.5 V. The 
final setup of this experiment is shown in the picture on the next page.
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Figure 4: Setup of the hydrogen experiment. The upside-down tube is the glass 
that captures the hydrogen. It is hard to see, but the bars in the solution are the 
electrodes the current flows between. The cloudy white substance in the tube is 
the hydrogen being produced and captured.
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With the procedure finalized, the official experiment began (see 
Appendix B). The results are given in the table below:

Salt, 
Strong 
Acid, 
Strong 
Base

Solution Molarity 
(M)

Time 
(min)

Hydrogen 
produced 
(mL)

Flame pop Energy (J) 
used to 
produce H2

SA Sulfiric Acid 
(H2SO4)

1 10 14.85 Yes 200.7905

Salt Sodium 
Sulfate 
(Na2SO4)

1 10 ~0.05 Small 
crackles

17.7790

SB Sodium 
Hydroxide 
(NaOH)

1 10 13.15 Yes 480.8212

Salt Sodium 
Nitrate 
(NaNO3)

1 10 0 N/A 119.7203

SA Nitric Acid 
(HNO3)

1 10 0 N/A 740.3701

SB Potassium 
Hydroxide 
(KOH)

1 10 0 N/A 0.8711

— Ocean 
Water

— 10 ~0.05 Yes 12.8186

 
Table 1: Solutions with molarity, hydrogen produced, flame pop, and energy used.

(See Appendices C-E for voltage, current, and power vs. time graphs.)
The first observation, from looking at the voltage graph, is that sulfuric 
hydroxide’s required voltage was much higher than those of the other 
solutions. Although hydrogen was produced, as stated before, such 
high voltage is a waste of a couple of volts, and it will only be harder 
to create that many volts with the Peltier cells to get the same amount 
of hydrogen. But when the data is looked into a little deeper, some 
interesting conclusions can be made. As noted above, the determining 
factor for the rate of the reactions is not voltage but current. Thus the 
solution that conducts the highest current should ultimately produce 
the most hydrogen, because the water is splitting at a faster rate than in 
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any other solution. The data can support only part of this conclusion 
because, as shown in the current graph, sulfuric acid has the second 
highest current and most hydrogen produced and sulfur hydroxide has 
the third highest current (despite the voltage being so much higher 
than the voltage required for sulfuric acid) and the second most 
hydrogen. However, nitric acid completely contradicts this conclusion 
because that solution clearly has the highest current but produced 
no hydrogen gas at all. How can that be? It turns out that nitric acid 
solution doesn’t provide enough resistance for the current to react with 
the ions. So instead of producing hydrogen, the current simply passes 
through the highly conductive solution. Although current determines 
the amount of hydrogen that is produced, what is really interesting 
is that the current is not directly linked to the amount of voltage, but 
rather is inversely linked to the resistance of the solution. On top of 
this, there seems to be a minimum resistance required for the current 
to interact with the solution to form hydrogen gas. The table on the 
next page shows the resistance of each solution.
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Solution Mean 
Current 
(amps)

Mean 
Voltage (V)

Mean 
Power (W)

Mean 
Resistance (Ω)

Hydrogen 
Produced/ 
Mean 
Power 
(mL/W)

Sulfuric 
Acid 
(H2SO4)

0.2074 1.614 0.3347 7.783 44.37

Sodium 
Sulfate 
(Na2SO4)

0.01688 1.756 0.02964 104.03 1.687

Sodium 
Hydroxide 
(NaOH)

0.1660 4.828 0.8014 29.086 16.41

Sodium 
Nitrate 
(NaNO3)

0.09425 2.117 0.1995 22.46 0

Nitric Acid 
(HNO3)

0.6221 1.984 1.234 3.189 0

Potassium 
Hydroxide 
(KOH)

0.0007864 1.846 0.001452 2348 0

Ocean 
Water

0.01294 1.652 0.02136 127.6 2.341

Table 2: Solutions with mean current, voltage, power and resistance and hydrogen 
used/mean power.

With this data, it is concluded that sulfuric acid is overall the best 
solution to use for producing hydrogen because it has the highest 
hydrogen produced per Watt. This means that it will produce the most 
hydrogen for the lowest amount of current that is put into the solution, 
making this solution the most efficient. On top of this, the sulfuric 
acid solution has the second lowest resistance, a key attribute to the 
solution having the highest hydrogen produced per Watt.

7  Energy Collecting System

Next is the question of how to produce the electrical power that will 
ultimately produce the hydrogen gas. It had been decided to use Peltier 
cells as the energy producer, but the problem is that in order for a 
Peltier cell to produce electrical energy it needs a large ∆T. In order to 
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do this, one side of the Peltier cell will have a heat sink on it, while the 
other side will have a lot of light focused on it. To apply the necessary 
heat energy on one side of the Peltier cell, there are two options. The 
first option is to use a convex lens, or magnifying glass. The other 
option is to use a concave mirror. Both options will take the area of 
the lens and focus all of that light onto one point. In theory, the same 
amount of heat will be attained by using either method when they 
cover same amount of area, assuming that the heat energy of the light 
is constant. Since a concave mirror with a diameter of 54.5 cm was 
already available, a simple comparison test could be done to determine 
whether using several convex lenses seems logical. 

First and foremost, a concave mirror with a diameter of 54.5 cm has 
an area of about 2332.83 cm2. In order to match the same area with 
a convex lens, a minimum of 29 lenses would be needed, all with a 
diameter of 10.16 cm (4 inches). Since it is impossible to get all 29 
lenses to be exactly focused on the single Peltier cell, each lense would 
need to be focused on its own Peltier cell. It would not make sense 
to buy 29 convex lenses and Peltier cells, when it would be cheaper 
to buy a single concave mirror and four Peltier cells. Apart from this 
economic reason for choosing a concave mirror over 29 convex lenses, 
there is also scientific evidence to support this decision. Below, for 
example, is the data obtained with a single convex lens focused on a 
Peltier cell:

Type Diameter (cm) Mean Voltage (V) Resistance (Ω) Power (W)

Convex Lens 10.16 0.08556 10 0.00073201

Table 3: Convex lens data.

According to this data, in order to recreate the same amount of power 
that the sulfuric solution used to produce 14.85 mL of hydrogen in 10 
minutes, a minimum of 457 convex lenses would be needed to produce 
the 0.3347 W that the solution used. This is an absurd waste of space, 
time, and money. A concave mirror would be used instead. Although 
no current statistical data was available to support this decision, a test 
was done to confirm it. 
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The first thing that needed to be done was to find the focal point of the 
mirror. Since this 3-dimensional shape is symmetric, when the mirror 
is cut by a perpendicular plane the shape that is formed is a parabola, 
as shown the following diagram [8]:

Figure 5: A concave mirror that focuses the light energy on a single point.

In order to find the focal point, a simple equation of h = (r2)/4f is 
used. When the radius (r) and the depth of the mirror at the center 
(h), are plugged in, the focal point comes out as 41.72 cm away from 
the center of the mirror. When a piece of paper was put around 41.72 
cm, a small circle appeared and immediately lit on fire within a few 
seconds. Following this a Peltier cell was centered at the focal point. 
Before data could be collected, one of the wires desoldered. This means 
that the temperature reached 183º C at the focal point, which is the 
approximate melting point of solder. Since having the Peltier cell right 
at the focal point is too hot (which is ironic in itself), the cell was 
moved further away, and four cells were used instead of one. The four 
Peltier cells were placed in a square formation approximately 42 cm 
away from the mirror. This ensured that all of the heat energy from the 
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focal point will be used, but instead will be dispersed across the four 
cells. Figures 6 and 7 are pictures of all four Peltier cells put together.

 

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figures 6 and 7: Two different views of the Peltier cell “sandwich,” containing four 
Peltier cells between two copper plates.
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In Figures 6 and 7 above, the central square shape is a thin copper 
plate. Below the copper plate are the four Peltier cells, oriented so the 
wires of each cell are on one of two sides. Below the four Peltier cells 
is another thin copper plate. Ultimately the entire configuration looks 
like a “sandwich” with the Peltier cells between the two copper plates. 
The copper plates have two uses. The first is to hold all four Peltier cells 
together and make sure that they are all on the same level. The second 
is to make sure that the focused light energy is dispersed among all 
four Peltier cells. In order to make sure that the “sandwich” stays intact, 
a highly thermally conductive and high-temperature epoxy was used 
to glue the copper plates to the Peltier cells. This specific type of epoxy 
was used to allow the heat energy to pass from the copper plate to the 
Peltier cells with minimal amount of heat energy lost, all while staying 
glued together. Once assembled, the “sandwich” was attached to the 
concave mirror via metal poles. Figures 8, 9, and 10 below are pictures 
of the mirror and the stand used to hold the Peltier cell “sandwich.”

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Figure 10

Figures 8, 9, and 10: Three different views of the concave mirror with the Peltier 
cell “sandwich” attached by the metal poles.
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As the pictures above show, the Peltier cell “sandwich” is held up by 
two metal poles. This setup is oriented so the “sandwich” is exactly 42 
cm away from the center of the concave mirror. Then all of the positive 
wires and all of the negative wires from the Peltier cells run down the 
metal poles to make the wires easy to solder together. Once this was 
done, a quick and simple test was performed to determine the power 
of a single Peltier cell. On a clear day, with the mirror in the sun and 
the light focused on the “sandwich,” a single Peltier cell was able to 
generate about 1.9 V with the heat sink attached to the cold side of the 
Peltier cell. Because a single Peltier cell produces about 1.9 V, which is 
higher than the minimum required voltage to create hydrogen, all four 
cells were then wired in parallel. This maximized the current of the 
system and produced more hydrogen. When the voltage was measured 
across a 100 Ω resistor from the same Peltier cell, it was approximately 
1.2 V. With this voltage and the known resistance, the power came 
out to be 0.0144 W and the current 0.012 A. With all four Peltier cells 
running in parallel, the current should be about 0.048 A. Given what 
was determined above about the conductivity and resistance of sulfuric 
acid, a current of 0.048 A should produce about 2.13 ml of hydrogen 
gas. However, one problem that occurred during the test to determine 
the voltage of the Peltier cell was that the “sandwich” got extremely 
hot very quickly. Even with a heat sink installed on the cold side of the 
Peltier cell, it also got hot relatively quickly. As the heat sink got hot, the 
output power of the Peltier cell decreased, because the ΔT decreased 
between the two sides. This means that this system can only be used 
in increments; this would allow time for the heat sink to cool down 
and then be reused. This just shows one of the flaws of this system: the 
need to keep the other side of the Peltier cell as cold as possible. With 
more time and resources, a special water cooling system would be built 
and used instead of a single heat sink. Despite this, it seems that the 
entire system can run very smoothly for a short period of time and 
produce enough voltage to be able to run a current through a sulfuric 
acid solution and produce hydrogen gas.
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8  The Whole Package

With both halves of the system in place—one to generate electricity 
and the other to perform hydrolysis—it proved possible to produce 
hydrogen gas. Since there is no burning of fossil fuels, no production 
of carbon dioxide, and absolutely no emissions except hydrogen gas, 
the system is entirely “green.” Furthermore, the efficiency of the system 
is no longer a serious concern, other than maximizing the hydrolysis. 
Although it may seem absurd, this actually makes complete sense. If a 
better cooling method were created on the cold side of the Peltier cell, 
then the system could sit out in the sun for the entire day and produce 
hydrogen gas all day long. And since the system is “green,” it can sit in 
the sun and produce hydrogen gas with no emissions and no costs—
making this electricity free, except for the cost of the concave mirror, 
Peltier cells, and other small supplies. So ultimately, as long hydrogen 
is being produced with free electricity, the efficiency of generation is 
of little importance. Though this “green” system is on a small scale, it 
nevertheless offers proof of a concept that could easily be recreated in 
the future and on a larger scale.
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9  Appendices

9.1  Appendix A: Standard Reduction Potentials at 25° C
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9.2  Appendix B: Water Splitting Procedure

Compounds:
• Acids:  HNO3  H2SO4 
• Bases:  NaOH  KOH 
• Salts:  Na2SO4   NaNO3 
• Extra: Ocean Water

Control Variables:
• Solutions

Constants:
• 300 ml of solution
• Surface area of copper plate
• ~1.50 Volts

Equipment:
• Several medium sized beakers
• Compounds
• Test tubes that will capture gas with volumetric tick marks
• Thick copper plates
• Power supply
• Voltmeter
• Ammeter
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Procedure:
1.  Put 300 ml of water in a clean medium beaker.

2.  Fill test tube with water and turn it over while in the medium   
 beaker so it is filled with water and facing down.

3.  Put anode inside the tube and cathode inside the beaker.

4.  Set power supply to ~1.50 V.

5.  Attach both the anode and cathode to the respective outputs on  
 the power supply, with an ammeter between the positive side and  
 the Peltier cell. 

6.  Start countdown, start LabQuest, and turn on the power supply  
 for 10 minutes.

7.  Let time expire and turn off power supply.

8.  Measure and record the volume of gas inside test tube.

9.  Take small sample of gas and set flame to it.

10. If Step 9 produces a small “pop” sound, that is confirmation that  
 the gas produced is hydrogen; move on to Step 11. If Step 9 does  
 not produce a “pop” sound, then figure out what went wrong and  
 repeat Steps 1-9 with same solution.

11. Repeat Steps 1-10 with each compound.
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9.3  Appendix C: Time Versus Voltage Graph

Figure 11: Time vs. voltage graph with all the listed solutions. The resistances of 
each solution are listed in Table 2.
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9.4  Appendix D: Time Versus Current Graph

Figure 12: Time vs. current graph of all the completed solutions. The resistances of 
each solution are listed in Table 2.
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9.5  Appendix E: Time Versus Power Graph

Figure 13: Time vs. power graph of all the completed solutions. The resistances of 
each solution are listed in Table 2.
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9.6  Appendix F: Materials

Parabolic mirror
Peltier cell with high temperature differential
Beaker with solution that captures the hydrogen
Metal bars for the frame of the parabolic mirror and Peltier cell
Wires
Water
And most important of all, sunlight
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The Hydrogen Remote-Control Car: 
The Future of Transportation

Jonathan Melgar

1  Abstract

Fossil fuels are rapidly depleting and the world is in need of an alter-
nate means of obtaining energy, especially in the automotive industry. 
A possible solution is hydrogen, the most abundant element in the uni-
verse. Hydrogen fuel cells take hydrogen and create energy, and can be 
stacked in series to produce the maximum amount of power. In this 
project I discovered that fuel cells can emit just as much power as reg-
ular batteries and are reusable as well. If hydrogen fuel is established 
in the automotive industry, the use of petroleum can be obsolete. This 
would not only alleviate the United States’ dependency on foreign oil, 
but also aid the environment by significantly lowering the emission of 
greenhouse gases.

2  The Big Idea

The modern world is no longer a collection of isolated, self-sufficient 
agrarian societies. Rather, it has become an industrial environment that 
revolves around cities and the intensive use of fossil fuels. A fossil fuel is 
a fuel formed by natural resources such as the decomposition of plants 
and animals that lived over 300 million years ago. [1] These produce 
energy through the process of combustion, but this energy is not re-
newable and is running out. Over 85% of U.S. energy demands are met 
by the combustion of fossil fuels. [2] In other words, fossil fuels have 
become the lifeblood of our economy. What is going to happen when 
they run out? That is the true problem facing society.

The answer to energy needs may come in the form of green energy: 
energy that is sustainable, renewable, and most importantly does not 
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harm the environment. One may argue that green energy cannot pro-
duce as much energy as fossil fuels, and currently that is true, but in the 
future green energy could possibly top the charts of our energy con-
sumption. Technology is improving day by day, and already one aspect 
of green energy that will never be met by fossil fuels is the fact that 
green energy is renewable. The investment in green energy isn’t just a 
matter of power, but rather a matter of the preservation of humanity 
and the way of life we have become accustomed to.

The work described in this paper focuses specifically on transportation 
and how cars, something that almost everyone in the world has or will 
have in the near future, can be the foundation of a shift to a green world. 
Currently cars use gasoline, a by-product of petroleum, to power their 
motors. But petroleum is a fossil fuel and a source of greenhouse gases, 
and we are rapidly depleting its supply. The answer to this might come 
in the form of the most abundant resource in the universe, hydrogen. 
While it doesn’t exist in its pure form on earth, we can produce it by 
means of electrolysis and a device called a fuel cell. [3]

3  Introduction

Facing a fossil fuel shortage, global warming caused by greenhouse 
gases, and the consequent threat to our urbanized, industrial way of 
life, the world needs to find alternative resources to take the place of 
petroleum. But first let’s explore the problem. In 2000 the United States 
consumed more energy than it produced, meaning that we had to sup-
plement domestic production with imports, especially of crude oil. [5]
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Figure 1: 2000 U.S. energy overview. The U.S. produced 72 quadrillion Btu of  
energy, exported 4 quadrillion Btu, consumed 98 Btu, and required imports 
of 29 quadrillion Btu. [5] (For full-color versions of all figures, go to 
http://roundtable.menloschool.org.)

On the other hand, in what sectors is this energy being consumed?

 

Figure 2: 2000 energy consumption by end use in four major sectors: industrial, 
transportation, residential, and commercial. The largest share goes to industry, 
but use by all four categories is increasing steadily over time. [5]
 



Figure 3: 2000 industrial energy consumption. Topping the charts are petroleum 
and natural gas, which both are fossil fuels. About three-fifths of the energy 
consumed in the industrial sector is used for manufacturing. [5]

As noted in Figure 2, the majority of U.S. energy consumption is in 
industry, which is not a surprise for an industrial nation. The major re-
sources that power industries are petroleum and natural gas, which are 
both fossil fuels. Ultimately the United States is dependent on foreign 
petroleum to power its economy, the use of which also contributes to 
greenhouse gases and global warming.

Over the last few years, the temperature of the earth’s surface has gradu-
ally risen along with the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 
The gradual rise in both is having an all too visible impact on the en-
vironment: an example is the melting of the polar ice caps. The com-
bustion of petroleum and other fossil fuels that drives modern society 
produces carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and other greenhouse 
gases. These gases enter the atmosphere and emit infrared radiation 
that cause the temperatures to rise. [6] If not halted, this trend could 
devastate human societies and even wipe them out entirely.
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Figure 4: Global fossil carbon emissions with respect to petroleum, coal, natural gas, 
and cement production. [7]
 

Figure 5: Top: Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide levels as measured in the 
atmosphere and correlation with ice core. Bottom: Amount of carbon increase 
compared to carbon emissions from burning fossil fuels. [7]



Every sign points to the way fossil fuels are destroying our environment 
and to how dependent on them we are. They are cheap and are getting 
the job done, but will they run out first or will we? Rather than face that 
dire question, the global economy needs to put an alternative action 
plan into place.

The alternative is green energy: renewable and sustainable energy that 
does not harm the environment. Green energy comes in several forms, 
including wind, solar, moving water, geothermal, and nuclear. All of the 
methods have the capability to match or even surpass the energy pro-
duced by fossil fuels, if not currently then certainly in the near future, 
as suggested by the progress of Tesla Motors and various wind turbine 
companies.
 

Figure 6: Carbon emissions by coal, gas, solar, wind, nuclear, and hydro. [8]

Green energy produces almost no carbon emissions, which will help us 
meet the threat of global warming. But the focus of this project, and the 
area that produces the least amount of carbon, is hydrogen. Hydrogen, 
the most abundant resource in the universe, can be harnessed using 
a device called a fuel cell. The fuel cell basically takes hydrogen and 
oxygen and converts them into electricity and water. These cells could 
power cars and even replace existing power sources such as batteries. 
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To power a car with a fuel cell would be a remarkable feat because they 
would surpass modern hybrids by solely relying on hydrogen rather 
than a mix of electrical and gas motors. Cars are a part of everyday life, 
but as shown in Figure 2, transportation and cars are the second largest 
consumers of energy and almost all cars run on gasoline, a fossil fuel.
 

Figure 7: 2000 transportation energy consumption in U.S.; total vs. petroleum. The 
amount of petroleum energy is almost equivalent to the total amount consumed by 
transportation. [5]

To sum up, what we will accomplish by changing to green energy will 
be the preservation of the earth for future generations and a smarter 
and cleaner society. The first step will come in the form of the hydrogen 
car and is the focus of my project.

4  History

Today fuel cells are perceived to be new, part of the high-tech age, but 
fuel cells have in fact been around since the early 1800s. The pioneer was 
William Robert Grove, a Welsh lawyer turned scientist, who believed 
that if we could break down water into oxygen and hydrogen using elec-
tricity then it should be possible to reverse this and generate electric-
ity by combining hydrogen and oxygen. Grove developed an improved 
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version of the wet-cell battery or Grove cell, as it was frequently called. 
The Grove cell used a platinum electrode immersed in nitric acid and a 
zinc electrode in zinc sulfate to generate 12 A of current at about 1.8 V. 
Specifically, he arranged two platinum electrodes with one end of each 
immersed in a container of oxygen and hydrogen, with a continuous 
flow of current between the electrodes. The sealed containers also held 
water, and he noticed that the water level rose in both tubes as the cur-
rent flowed. He then took it one step further and combined several of 
these electrodes in series, creating the gas battery, the first fuel cell. [9]

But as technologies advanced and the understanding of chemistry 
and physics improved, new types of fuel cells emerged: alkali, molten 
carbonate, phosphoric solid oxide, and proton-exchange membrane 
(PEM). Those used in my project are PEM fuel cells.

General Electric invented the proton-exchange membrane fuel cell in 
the early 1960s, specifically through the work of Thomas Grubb and 
Leonard Niedrach. GE announced initial success in the mid-1960s 
when the company developed a small fuel cell for the U.S. Navy’s Bu-
reau of Ships and the U.S. Army Signal Corps. It was fueled by hydro-
gen and generated electricity by mixing water and lithium hydride, but 
its platinum catalysts were expensive. Next GE provided its PEM tech-
nology to NASA’s Project Gemini, but under testing the cells revealed 
technical difficulties; the interior of the cell contaminated itself and the 
membrane leaked oxygen. Next GE created the P3 PEM fuel cell, but it 
too failed to power the needs of NASA in the Gemini and Apollo mis-
sions. GE kept researching and developing new PEM fuel cells and in 
the mid-1970s developed one for the U.S. Navy that allowed PEM water 
electrolysis and produced oxygen for undersea life support. The PEM 
fuel cells available to the general public today are all ultimately based on 
the research and designs of GE. [9]

Radio waves also have a long history, having been a part of every-
day technology since the early 20th century. Today, almost everything 
around you is wireless, functioning via the transmission of radio waves. 
The first step toward their discovery was taken by the English chemist 
and physicist Michael Faraday in 1831. Faraday discovered electromag-
netic induction when he ran experiments like passing a magnet through 
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a coil of wire and spinning a coil near a magnet. He described the re-
sults as lines of force inducing transient currents. [24] But in his time 
scientists rejected his theory of lines of force simply because there were 
no mathematical equations behind them until James Clerk Maxwell, a 
Scottish physicist, formulated them in the 1870s. Maxwell noticed that 
Gauss’s, Ampere’s, and Faraday’s equations were all trying to explain the 
same phenomenon, which he named electromagnetism. He went on to 
add to the three original laws by adding to Ampere’s Law the notion 
that a changing magnetic field will induce a current and vice versa; the 
combination of the various laws by Maxwell became known as Max-
well’s Equations. [20, 25] Maxwell went on to use them to calculate the 
speed of light, and hypothesized that since light is a visible wave origi-
nating from a vibrating particle that creates an electromagnetic wave, 
there must be more waves both below and above the visible range. [21] 
A German physicist named Heinrich Hertz in the late 1880s provided 
evidence for these theories by discovering radio waves. Hertz used two 
rods as a receiver and a spark gap as the receiving antennae. When the 
waves were picked up, a spark jumped, revealing that something actu-
ally was going on. He went on to prove these waves had all electromag-
netic wave properties and demonstrated that the velocity of the waves 
was equal to that of visible light, and that electric and magnetic fields 
could detach themselves from wires and travel freely. [20, 22]

Then, just before the turn of the 20th century, radio waves began to be 
harnessed and used. The first demonstration of the practical power of 
radio waves came in 1898 when Nikola Tesla, in a presentation in Madi-
son Square Garden, demonstrated a small boat that apparently obeyed 
commands from the audience but was actually controlled by Tesla, who 
interpreted the verbal requests and sent appropriate frequencies to tuned 
circuits on the boat. Later that year he patented his design. [23] Radio 
waves began to be used more extensively and saw considerable action and 
use in the Second World War. The Luftwaffe (the German air force) used 
controllable winged bombers to target Allied ships. [23] But just as the 
militaries of the world began using radio waves, so too the general public 
began to be exposed to this new technology. The Good brothers in 1930 
created a valve vacuum tube-based control in remote control (R/C) hob-
bies and today their “Guff” model plane sits in the National Aerospace 
Museum as one of the first radio-controlled hobby models. [23]
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By the start of the 21st century, all the before-mentioned discoveries be-
gan to be implemented together: hydrogen producing electricity that 
runs a wirelessly remote-controlled toy car. Even today these technolo-
gies are breaking new ground, and one day hydrogen might run every-
thing from our cars to houses. 

5  CAD Drawings
  

Figure 8: Cross views of the prototype 1, or Hydrogen Truck, which was made from 
a four-wheel drive chassis kit from Tamiya and body frame from a metal sheet. The 
truck bed holds four fuel cells. Two wires connected to the motor exit through the 
cabin to connect to the cells. Dimensions: height 4.5”, length 7.156”, and width 4.875”.

  

Figure 9: Top and bottom view of hydrogen truck. Bottom view shows gearing and 
housing. Top shows the bed where fuel cells are held. Dimensions: height .5”, length 
4”, width 3.1875”. 
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Figure 10: The main gears connect the motor to the drive shaft inside the housing. 
This is located in the center of the truck and the motor connects to the gears through 
the hole at the top.
  

Figure 11: Front and back view of prototype 2, or the Racer. made from parts 
from Tamiya USA and Tamiya Racing Wheels, showing progress as of February. 
Unfinished: missing motor and wheels. Dimensions: height 8.6 cm, width 5.3 cm, 
and length 16 cm.
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Figure 12: Cross-sectional view of prototype 2, or the Racer. Reveals the frame that 
holds the motor and protects it. In front is the steering mechanism, spindles and 
connecting plate. Dimensions: height 8.6 cm, width 5.3 cm, and length 16 cm.
  

Figure 13: Front and cross-sectional views of finished prototype 2, or the Racer. 
Reveals mounted motor and front steering system. The Racer is connected to a 
remote control that controls front steering motor and rear acceleration motor. 
Dimensions: height 10.2 cm, width 10 cm, and length 20 cm.
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Figure 14: Cross view of steering system. The motor rotates the small center piece, 
which acts like a hand and moves the pin at the center of the steering system either 
left or right, allowing the Racer to steer left or right. This is controlled by a remote 
control and allows complete control of the Racer.
  

Figure 15: Motor and gears that are on the Racer prototype. This is a high-speed 
system and requires a remote control and front steering in order to control speed. 
Dimensions: height 2.8 cm, width 5.2 cm, and length 5.2 cm.
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6  Theory

Hydrogen fuel cells are electrochemical devices that combine hydro-
gen with oxygen from the atmosphere to create electricity and water 
vapor. [10] These cells are thermodynamically open systems, meaning 
that they consume an external reactant, oxygen, which must be replen-
ished and drives the reaction. [11] Fuel cells vary in size and how much 
current/voltage they produce. They also come in several types: proton-
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEM) and two high-temperature types: 
solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC). I 
will be using PEM fuel cells in my R/C.

PEM fuel cells are different from other fuel cells in that they run at low 
temperatures and require a special polymer electrolyte membrane. Ini-
tially the hydrogen fuel enters the cell at the anode or negative end and 
oxygen enters the cathode or the positive end. At the anode, a platinum 
catalyst ionizes the hydrogen and causes it to split into protons (posi-
tively charged ions) and negatively charged electrons. Both the protons 
and the electrons are then conducted towards the cathode, but before 
reaching it they both come in contact with the polymer electrolyte 
membrane. This positively charged platinum plate acts as an insulator, 
which allows only the protons to travel through it while the electrons 
must travel around an external circuit, avoiding the membrane. The 
positively charged ions are attracted to the cathode by oxygen atoms 
inside it, which have a strong negative charge. These oxygen atoms are 
produced when oxygen enters the cathode and a catalyst inside breaks 
them down to ions. At the cathode, the protons, the electrons that trav-
eled through the external circuit, and the oxygen ions all react with one 
another to form water vapor and heat, which then flows out the cell. [12]
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Figure 16: PEM fuel cell and the process it undergoes to create current. The cell 
consists of an anode, electrolyte, and cathode. Basic equation: hydrogen plus 
oxygen enter and water vapor, heat, and electrical energy exit. [13]

Individual fuel cells cannot produce high levels of current, so they are 
combined into fuel stacks, multiple cells stacked together to link the 
output current. These stacks can produce substantial amounts of energy 
and can be used to power machines. They are even being implemented 
in cars like the small-scale R/C model used in this project.

The second component in the project is gears. A gear is a rotating ma-
chine part with teeth cut around the circumference that mesh with an-
other toothed part in order to transmit torque. When two or more gears 
are working in unison they are called a transmission and can produce a 
mechanical advantage called a gear ratio. [14] Gears are used to change 
speed, torque, and direction of a power source. There are many types of 
gears and the teeth can be external or internal, but there are four main 
types: spur, helical, bevel, and hypoid gears. In my transmission system 
the gears used were external and internal spur gears: four external in 
main transmission and one external and one internal on each end of 
the crankshaft.
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Figure 17: Formulas and explanation of how gears work. Circle 1 is rotating three 
times as fast as Circle 2, but Circle 2 has three times the torque.

The gear ratio can be explained simply. Assume there is one wheel with 
radius r and another wheel with radius 3r, joined by a piece of string 
wrapped around the two tightly enough that if you rotate one the oth-
er moves as well. In other words, when you pull the string or rotate a 
wheel, the string exerts an equal force on both wheels. Since torque, the 
rotating force, is the radius or lever arm distance times the force, we can 
rearrange the equal force statement to compare each of the torques to 
their respective radii: Circle 1 equals torque over r and Circle 2 equals 
torque over 3r. Eliminating the r’s and cross-multiplying, we find that 
Circle 2 has three times the torque than that of Circle 1. Thus the ratio 
of the torques can simply be determined by comparing the radii of the 
gears: in both cases it is 3:1. [15] In other words, the ratio means that the 
smaller gear is rotating three times as fast because the circumference, 
or distance around, is three times smaller since C= pi*d. In my spe-
cific transmission the gears are 3:1, three times the torque but 1/3 the 
speed, and inside the transmission there is a gear train of three gears. 
This means the gear ratio in total with four gears is 1:81; for example, if 
the first gear rotates at 81,000 rpm, the second will spin at 27,000 rpm, 
the third at 9,000 rpm, the fourth at 3,000 rpm, and finally the wheels 
would receive a rotation of 1000 rpm.
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Figure 18: A reducing gear train like one used in transmission of Hydrogen Truck. 
The ratio of each of the gears is 5:1 and the total reduction is 125:1, resulting in the 
initial 100 rpm dropping to .8 rpm in the total system. [16]

But a remote control car wouldn’t be remote controlled if it was not 
using radio waves to transmit commands. These cars vary from manu-
facturer to manufacturer, but all consist of four basic parts: a power 
source, motors, transmitter, and receiver. [17] The power source varies 
from rechargeable batteries to regular disposables, but today some are 
beginning to use hydrogen fuel cells. The two visible components in the 
radio control system consist of the controller and the car. 
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Figure 19: A full-function remote control, which originally isn’t transmitting a 
signal but then can give all direction commands: forward, backwards, forward 
left and right, and backwards left and right. [18]

There are two main types of radio controls, the single-function con-
troller and the full-function controller. The single-function controller 
causes the car to run in one direction as soon as it is turned on, after 
which the control can only cause a single change: for example, the car 
runs backwards at all times and the controller must transmit a forward 
signal to overcome the reverse transmission and go straight. On the 
other hand, the full-function control originally isn’t transmitting any-
thing and the joystick must be moved in order to make the car move in 
the first place. [17] But how does the control transmit a signal? First, on 
the control there is typically a joystick or some mechanical device that 
when moved completes an electrical circuit connected to the Integrated 
Circuit (IC). Let’s say you move the joystick forward, thus telling the car 
to go forward. This completes the circuit and the IC tells the transmit-
ter to transmit a wave with the forward command. A transmitter is any 
device that generates a sine wave and runs it through a metal wire and 
into the air, thus transmitting a signal. [19] In R/Cs the waves transmit-
ted alter on two frequencies, 27 MHz and 49 MHz. But just sending a 
constant wave is of no use by itself; the wave needs a pattern/modula-
tion to be recognized and converted into a command. 
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Figure 20: A pulse modulated wave. [19]

R/Cs use pulse modulation, turning the wave on and off in recognizable 
patterns. A pulse wave has two components: a synchronization segment 
and a pulse segment. Synchronization gets the receiver’s attention while 
the pulse segment is the actual message being sent. This wave travels 
through the antenna and is transmitted in the air. Meanwhile, the re-
ceiver in the car is constantly scanning the air searching for the prede-
termined frequency, either 27 or 49 MHz. [19] The antenna on the car 
picks out the frequency, receives it, and then sends it through a tuner, 
which isolates out the wave at the tuned frequency of the receiver and 
converts the wave back into a pulse sequence. This pulse sequence then 
enters another IC in the car and transmits an electrical current to the 
specific motor the controller wants to move. [17] This all happens al-
most instantaneously and allows cars to be controlled from a stationary 
position with a handheld device.

7  Results

7.1  Individual Voltage Test

The first test was the individual voltage test. This test was conducted 
by first inserting hydrogen into the fuel cell with its power and ground 
leads attached to the voltage probe of the Vernier LabQuest.
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Figure 21: Display of the set up used to obtain the potential voltage of a PEM fuel 
cell. To start the system, 10 ml of hydrogen were inserted and stored in a tank 
consisting of a balloon. A voltage probe and a Vernier LabQuest were used to 
obtain the voltage. The probe itself was introduced directly into the circuit.

The PEM fuel cells were left running for an interval of 30 seconds, dur-
ing which ten samples were taken per second. This test was done once 
on each individual fuel cell in order to obtain a spectrum of output volt-
ages and to make sure none of the data was an outlier.

 

Figure 22: Graph of the voltage that a single fuel cell produces: four different tests 
with each accompanied by a best-fit line. The average voltage of the four tests is 
0.847 V. The slope is small enough to be negligible.
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All of the data was inside an interval of 1 V, which meant that the out-
puts were consistent, and also over the total time the output voltage 
hardly deviates (see Figure 22). The open circuit output voltage of the 
PEM fuel cells resulted to be 0.847 V.

7.2  Dual Fuel Cell Tests

The next two tests done were comparing two PEM fuel cells in series 
and in parallel to see which combination produces the highest voltage. 
The set up for these tests was two fuel cells connected in unison and fed 
the same amount and rate of hydrogen. Then their power and ground 
ports were either connected in series or in parallel with respect to the 
test being done, and once again a voltage probe was introduced to the 
circuit and connected to the Vernier LabQuest.

Figure 23: The set up used to obtain the potential voltage of two PEM fuel cells  
connected either in series or parallel with regard to the appropriate test being 
performed. To start the system, 10 ml of hydrogen were inserted and stored in a 
tank consisting of a balloon. A voltage probe and a Vernier LabQuest were used 
to obtain the voltage. The probe itself was introduced directly into the circuit.  

Data was taken again over 30 seconds at a rate of 10 samples per second. 
For both combinations the data fell within an interval of 1 V, meaning 
that once again there were no outliers.
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Figure 24: Graph of the voltage of two fuel cells in series in open circuit; two 
different tests accompanied with a best-fit line. The average of the two tests is 
1.701 V. Slope is once again negligible.
 

Figure 25: Graph of the voltage of two fuel cells in parallel open circuit; two 
different tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two tests is 0.825 V. 
Slope is negligible.
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The results for the series combination were an average voltage of 1.701 
V, which is what we expect since a circuit in series amplifies the voltage 
(see Figure 24). The result for the parallel test was an average voltage of 
0.825 V, which too is what we expect because parallel circuits maintain 
the same voltage (see Figure 25). 

The following tests were done to find the power of the two combina-
tions of PEM fuel cells using a 100 Ω resistor. Power is the rate at which 
energy is converted. It is calculated by the product of current and dif-
ferential voltage or the square of differentiable voltage divided by the 
resistance. The same set up for the fuel cells as mentioned previously 
was used except that this time the current from the fuel cell was trans-
ferred directly into a 100 Ω resistor and the voltage probe was set up to 
measure the voltage differential across the resistor (see Figure 23 for set 
up). For the two fuel cells in series the differential voltage was 1.412 V, 
meaning that the power was 0.019 W (see Figure 27). As for the two in 
parallel, the differential voltage was 0.858 V and the power was 0.007 
W (see Figure 28). 

Figure 26: Graph of voltage across 1 Ω resistor connected with two fuel cells in 
series, accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two tests is 0.064 V and 
the power is 0.004 W. Slope is negligible.
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Figure 27: Graph of voltage across 100 Ω resistor connected with two fuel cells in 
series, accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two tests is 1.412 V and 
the power is 0.019 W. Slope is negligible.
 

Figure 28: Graph of voltage across 100 Ω resistor connected with two fuel cells in 
parallel, accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two tests is 0.858 V and 
the power is 0.007 W. Slope is negligible.
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7.3  Four Fuel Cell Tests

Next came two tests comparing four PEM fuel cells in series and in par-
allel to once again see which combination produced the highest voltage. 
The set up for these tests had the four fuel cells once again connected 
in unison and being fed the same amount and rate of hydrogen. Then 
their power and ground ports were either connected in series or paral-
lel depending on the test being done. Once again a voltage probe was 
introduced to the circuit and connected to the Vernier LabQuest.
 

Figure 29: The set up used to obtain the potential voltage of four PEM fuel cells 
connected either in series or parallel. To start the system 10 ml of hydrogen were 
inserted and stored in a tank consisting of a balloon. A voltage probe and a Vernier 
LabQuest were used to obtain the voltage. The probe itself was introduced into the 
circuit directly or across the resistors.

Data was taken over 15 seconds at a rate of 10 samples per second. For 
both combinations the data fell within an interval of 1 V, meaning that 
once again the data contained no outliers.
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Figure 30: Graph of voltage of four fuel cells in series in open circuit: three different 
tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the three tests is 3.298 V. 
Slope is negligible.
 

Figure 31: Graph of voltage of four fuel cells in parallel in open circuit, two 
different tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the three tests is 
0.821 V. Slope is negligible.
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The results for the four fuel cells in series yielded an average of 3.298 
V, which is what we expect because series amplifies the voltage, thus 
being four times the voltage of one cell (see Figure 30). The results for 
the four in parallel yielded a voltage of 0.821 V, which too is what we 
expect since a circuit in parallel maintains the same voltage throughout 
(see Figure 31).

The following tests were done to find the power of the two combina-
tions of four PEM fuel cells using a 1 Ω resistor. The set up for this 
experiment was the same as above except that the current from the fuel 
cells was transferred directly into a 1 Ω resistor and the voltage probe 
was set up to read the voltage differential across the resistor (see Figure 
29 for set up). For the four fuel cells in series the differential voltage was 
0.051 V, meaning that the power was 0.003 W (see Figure 32). For the 
four in parallel the differential voltage was 0.080 V and the power was 
0.006 W (see Figure 33).

Figure 32: Graph of voltage across 1 Ω resistor connected with four fuel cells in 
series, two different tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two 
tests is 0.051 V and the power is 0.003 W. Slope is negligible.
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Figure 33: Graph of voltage across 1 Ω resistor connected with four fuel cells in 
parallel, two different tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two 
tests is 0.080 V and the power is 0.006 W. Slope is negligible.

Then came the test to find the power of the two combinations of four 
PEM fuel cells using a 100 Ω resistor. The set up for this experiment was 
the same as previously described except that the current from the fuel 
cells was transferred directly into a 100 Ω resistor and the voltage probe 
was set up to read the voltage differential across the resistor (see Figure 
29 for set up). For the four fuel cells in series the differential voltage was 
2.704 V, meaning that the power was 0.073 W (see Figure 34). For the 
four in parallel the differential voltage was 0.844 V and the power was 
0.007 W (see Figure 35).
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Figure 34: Graph of voltage across 100 Ω resistor connected with four fuel cells in 
series, two different tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two tests 
is 2.704 V and the power is 0.073 W. Slope is negligible.
 

Figure 35: Graph of voltage across 100 Ω resistor connected with four fuel cells in 
parallel, two different tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The average of the two 
tests is 0.844 V and the power is 0.007 W. 
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7.4  Special Combination of Four Fuel Cells 
       (two series with two in parallel)

Next came the tests where an arrangement of two PEM fuel cells in 
series were combined with two in parallel to see if this combination 
produced a higher voltage than the four in series. The set up for these 
tests placed the four fuel cells in the special combination connected in 
unison and fed the same amount and rate of hydrogen. Then their pow-
er and ground ports were connected with respect to the combination, 
first two series and next two in parallel; and once again a voltage probe 
was introduced to the circuit and that was connected to the Vernier 
LabQuest.
 

Figure 36: The set up used to obtain the potential voltage of the special 
combination of fuel cells: first two in series and then two in parallel, total of 
four cells. To start the system 10 ml of hydrogen were inserted and stored in a 
tank consisting of a balloon. A voltage probe and a Vernier LabQuest were 
used to obtain the voltage. The probe itself was introduced into the circuit 
directly or across the resistors.

Data was taken over 15 seconds at a rate of 10 samples per second. For 
the special combination the data fell within an interval of 1 V, meaning 
that once again there were no outliers.
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Figure 37: Graph of the voltage of the special combination in open circuit, 
two tests accompanied with a best-fit line. The voltage is 2.529 V.

The result for the special combination was a voltage of 2.529 V (see 
Figure 37).

The following test was done to find the power of the special combina-
tion of PEM fuel cells using a 1 Ω resistor. The set up for this experi-
ment had the same fuel cell arrangement as previously described except 
that the current from the fuel cells was transferred directly to a 1 Ω 
resistor and the voltage probe was set up to read the voltage differential 
across the resistor (see Figure 36 for set up). For the special combina-
tion the differential voltage was 0.067 V, meaning that the power was 
0.004 W (see Figure 38).
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Figure 38: Graph of voltage across 1 Ω resistor connected with special combination 
of fuel cells, three tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The resulting voltage is 0.067 
V and the power is 0.004 W.

The following test was done to find the power of the special combina-
tion of PEM fuel cells using a 100 Ω resistor. The set up for this experi-
ment had the same fuel cell arrangement as previously described except 
that the current from the fuel cells was transferred directly into a 100 Ω 
resistor and the voltage probe was set up to record the voltage differen-
tial across the resistor (see Figure 36 for set up). For the special combi-
nation the differential voltage was 2.332 V, meaning that the power was 
0.054 W (see Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Graph of voltage across 100 Ω resistor connected with special 
combination of fuel cells, two tests accompanied by a best-fit line. The 
resulting voltage is 2.332 V and the power is 0.054 W.

7.5  12 W Fuel Cell Pack Tests

The final tests were done on the 12 W fuel cell pack ordered from Ho-
rizon Fuel Cell Technologies. The set up for these tests consisted of the 
12 W fuel cell pack connected to a 20 L hydrogen storage tank on the 
input pin, and the output pin plugged up. The 20 L tank had a 1200 
μ-bar pressure valve that controlled the steady rate of flow of hydrogen. 
Since there is only one power and ground port, there was no special 
combination of them as in previous tests. Once again a voltage probe 
was introduced to the circuit and connected to the Vernier LabQuest.
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Figure 40: Display of the set up used to obtain the potential voltage of the 12 
W fuel cell. To start the system 1200 μ-bar of hydrogen was inserted via a 20 L 
hydrogen tank with a pressure release valve and the second pin was plugged with a 
stopper. A voltage probe and a Vernier LabQuest were used to obtain the voltage. 
The probe itself was introduced into the circuit directly or across the resistors.

Data was taken over 15 seconds at a rate of 10 samples per second. For 
the special combination the data fell within an interval of 1 V, consistent 
with no outliers.
 

Figure 41: Graph of the voltage of the 12W fuel cell pack in open circuit, single tests 
accompanied with a best-fit line. The voltage is 8.161 V.
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The result of the 12 W fuel cell pack was a voltage of 8.161 V (see 
Figure 41).

Then a test was done to find the power of the 12 W pack of PEM fuel 
cells using a 1 Ω resistor. The set up for this experiment had the same 
fuel cell arrangement as previously described except that the current 
from the fuel cells was transferred directly into a 1 Ω resistor and the 
voltage probe was set up to record the voltage differential across the 
resistor (see Figure 40 for set up). For the special combination the dif-
ferential voltage was 0.043 V, meaning that the power was 0.002 W (see 
Figure 42). But when taking this data the fuel cell did not run to its 
complete potential, a fact noticeable because the fan that keeps the sys-
tem cool didn’t spin at all. So while this data was obtained it, cannot be 
held to the same level of certainty as the rest.

 

Figure 42: Graph of voltage across 1 Ω resistor connected with 12 W fuel cell pack, 
accompanied by a best-fit line. The resulting voltage is 0.043 V and the power is 
0.002 W. Slope is still negligible.
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The following tests were done to find the power of the 12 W pack of 
PEM fuel cells using a 100 Ω resistor. The set up for this experiment had 
the same fuel cell arrangement as previously described except that the 
current from the fuel cells was transferred directly into a 100 Ω resistor 
and the voltage probe was set up to read the voltage differential across 
the resistor (see Figure 40). For the special combination of cells, the 
differential voltage was 6.597 V, meaning that the power was 0.435 W 
(see Figure 43).
 

Figure 43: Graph of voltage across 100 Ω resistor connected with 12 W fuel cell 
pack, accompanied by a best-fit line. The resulting voltage is 6.597 V and the 
power is 0.435 W. Slope, although not as small, is still negligible.
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7.6  Chart of All Results

Fuel Cell Type Voltage Power

Single FC
Open circuit 0.847 V

Double FC (series)
Open circuit 1.701 V
1 Ω 0.064 V 0.004 W
100 Ω 1.412 V 0.019 W

Double FC (parallel)
Open circuit 0.825 V
1 Ω
100 Ω 0.858 V 0.007 W

Quad FC (series)
Open circuit 3.298 V
1 Ω 0.051 V 0.003 W
100 Ω 2.704 V 0.073 W

Quad FC (parallel)
Open circuit 0.821 V
1 Ω 0.080 V 0.006 W
100 Ω 0.844 V 0.007 W

Special Combination 
(two single & two double)

Open circuit 2.529 V
1 Ω 0.067 V 0.004 W
100 Ω 2.332 V 0.054 W

12 W Fuel Cell Pack
Open circuit 8.161 V
1 Ω 0.043 V 0.002 W
100 Ω 6.597 V 0.435 W

Figure 44: Chart displaying all test results.
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8  Conclusion

What, then, does all this data say about the combination of PEM fuel 
cells that should be used in the R/C? As can be seen in the chart above, 
the maximum amount of voltage and power in the various combina-
tions of four PEM fuel cells came from the four connected in series. 
This was further proved by the tests with the 12 W fuel cell pack because 
the cells in it are also connected in series and it had the greatest voltage 
and power overall. Even though in the beginning one might speculate 
that parallel connections would result in more power, the actual stron-
gest combination is in series, and this is what should be used in the 
future to power toy cars and eventually automobiles. 

PEM fuel cells combined in series may eventually run every car on 
earth and are already being tested by major automotive companies. Hy-
drogen, the most abundant resource in the universe, will one day be 
harnessed in quantities and produce amounts of power now only imag-
inable. As man progresses forward, the hydrogen fuel cell industry will 
advance to power the world.
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